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American TeIevision. Images of Crime and Law Enforcement 

by 
Mark H. h i n g  

The .4merican television show COPS has been the precunor for what is rapidly 
becoming an expandinp form of popular television pro_eramming. This quasidocumntary-styled 
television show contains a combination of both news and entertainment formats. 

The main purpose of this thesis is to assess the degree to which this so-called "reality- 
based" television police proC- reflects "red-life" or typical representations of crime and 
police work in the United States. This study criticaily examines and draws anenaon to the many 
b i w .  stereotypes. inaccuracies. and distortions conrained in œ6reaii-based" television 
depidons of crime and policing. 

The m d y  is based on a media content analysis of thirty-six episodes of COPS. airing 
over a period of six months during 1993. These thirty-six television episodes can be M e r  
broken down into 123  individual cases or incidents to which police responded. Officiai crime 
natistics serve as the primary benchmark for comparison to the television episodes. Likewise. 
the television results are compared with the fmdings of selected academic mtdies. The analysis 
probes severai key areas including: the types of crime poctrayed on television: the marner in 
which police work is depicted: the racial and gender make-up of police officers, suspects. and 
victims appearing on the pro-gram: solution or clearance rates for television crimes. 

The method of observation and rneasurement for the television police shows was content 
analysis. Between January 1. 1993. and June 3 1. 1993. episodes of the pro*- were video- 
recorded weekly. Data were then coded according to predetermined categones as set out in the 
coding instrument developed by the author. 

Among some of the findings, it was found that: (a) the television shows overemphasized 
violent %reet" crimes such as aggravateci assauit. robbery, and murder. while under-representing 
property crimes such as theft; (b) very rareiy, did the television crimes so  unsolved: in r d  life. 
however. crime oftea goes undetected, ullfeported. unrecorded. andlor unsoived; (c) less than ten 
percent of the total incidents shown on COPS deait with non- caiis: this television 
fmding nuis con- to the findings of time-use studies which su~gest that much of the police 
officer's Mie is spent conductùig routine naffic patrols. completing paperwork. responding to 
trafic accidents and animal complaints, and responding to other incidents of a noncriminal 
nature- 

These televition shows are by no means veridicd accounts of reality. Rarher, they are 
social constructions created by the television indumy. r\s demonmared throughout the study. 
the relevision images of crime and policing have linle to do uith the reaiities or complexities of 
crime and police work 
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I 

INTRODUCTION 



Questions have arisen as to the extent to which television presents accurate 

representations of crime and justice. The main purpose of this thesis is to assess the 

degree to which so-called "reality-based" television police shows refiect -.real-life" 

representations of crime and police work in the United States. That is. do these television 

programs present rypical images of crime and policing7 or do they in fact contain 

stereotypes and highly diaoned, sensationai representations? 

This thesis is based on a media content analysis of thirty-six episodes of the 

h e r i c a n  "reality-based" television police show COPS, airing over a penod of six 

mon& during 1993. For the purposes of this thesis, official data sources. such as the 

Federai Bureau of Investigation (FBT) Crime index. serve as the benchmarks for 

cornparison to the television shows. Likewise, the television remlu are compared with 

the fmdings of selected criminological and police science studies. 

The primary research question is as follows: To what degree is the overall 

portraya1 of crime and police work in the television shows different from that of the 

crime and poücing situation suggested by official statistics and social scientific 

studies? 

To begin to answer this fundamenral question, the andysis probes several key 

areas inciuding: 

What types of crime are portrayed in *reality-based" teievïsion police pro-? For 
imance, are they predominantly violent "street" crimes such as murder, armed 
robbery, aggravated assault, or rape? .Are they so-cailed %ctimiess" crimes such as 
prostitution or drugdealing? Or, are they "white-collaf' crimes such as 
ernbezziement. insider-trading or corporate h u d ?  Have the crimes of the nch and 
powerful k e n  undentateci or excluded altogether? 

What percentage of the police officers represented in %ah-based" television 
progams such as COPS are women or znembers of visible minorities? In tum, how 



does this compare to the gender and racial make-up of police departmenrs on a 
national level as indicated by oflicid data sources? 

What percentage of the vicrims and criminal suspects pomayed in the television 
episodes are male, female. caucasian, black, Hispanic. oriental. or Native Arnerican? 
How do these figures compare with what is know h m  oficial smtistics? 

At the conclusion of each criminal incident is a suspect apprehended and subsequenrly 
charged by police? How does this compare to acnial clearance rates for Amencan 
police departmens nationwide? 

Ar this juncnire, a clarification is in order. It is important to distinguish berween 

fictional crime-police drarnas and "reality-based" television police shows. The term 

"realie-based" is a fairly ment  one in the contexr of television programming; to the 

best of my knowledge, there is no one definitive meaning. It is reasonable to assume, 

however. that if something is described as "realiy-based ". or claims to be such, then one 

would infer an accurate, objective, facnial account. A principal goal of this thesis is to 

ascertain the vdidity of the term when refemng to television police shows of this 

particular genre. Thus, quotations are used around the terni throughout the entire thesis. 

OVERV7EW 

As previously stated. one of the main purposes of this thesis is to examine and 

draw anention to any ambiguities, inconsisrencies. or misrepresentations in selected 

%ality-based" television depictioos of crime and police work 

This topic was chosen for severai rasons. Fim, as Reiner (1 992: 171) suggests. 

"Mass-media images of the police [and crime] are of centrai importance in understanding 

the political s i~ f i cance  and roie of poIicingW in society. 

Secondly, previous research conducteci specificaliy in the area of 'reality-based" 

television police program is quite scarce. To date. the majoris, of criminologicai and 



mass media research conducted on the relationship between television programming and 

the police has prirnarily focused on how police are presented in the news media (see 

Garofalo, 198 1 ; and also Ericson er al.. 1987, 1989, 199 1 ), and to a Iesser extent. fictional 

television pomay1s of the police (see Sparks. 1992). Amencan 'breaiity-based" 

television police shows, on the other h a n 4  are a relatively recent phenornenon, first 

appearing in the late 1980s. To the best of my laiowledge, ody  one scholarly 

investigation has been undertaken uith this new category, or genre. of television cop 

shows (see Schlesinger and Tumber, 1994); but. even this analysis is lirnited since it oniy 

includes a particular type of "reaiity-based" television police program. i.e. C ' m e  

Stoppers. Perhaps the present snidy c m  begin $0 fi11 the gap in the literanire. 

In the spirit and tradition of such classic acadernic studies on crime and the media 

as Cohen and Young's n e  Mantrfcture of Naus: Social Problems. Deviance. and the 

:Mors Media (1973). Dominick's Crime and Law Enforcernent on Prime-lime Television 

(1973). and Garofalo's Crime and fhe Mass Media (1981). or more ment works nich as 

Surene's Media. Crime and Criminal Justice: Images and Realities (19921, Sparks' 

Televirion and the Drama of Crime: Moral Tales and the Phce of C h e  in Public Lge 

( 1992). and Barak's Media. Process, and the Social Cortsmction of C h e  ( 1  999, this 

thesis explores the presentations of crime and policing by a politicdly and culnirally 

conninired television indusw. Like those scholariy works that precede this one, sùnilar 

conclusions are reached about the prevdent bises. stereosipes, and distortions to be 

found in sensational portrayak of aime, police work and issues relateci to Iaw-and-order 

(Bank 1995: xi). 



Another goal of this snidy is to institl in the reader a general awareness of the 

importance of king critical when observing and evaluating television police shows - or 

any television program for that matter. Television images of crime and policing should 

not go unchallenged: more irnponandy, they should not be taken at face-value. 

Chapter Two begins by giving the reader a brief background to the world of 

television. Just what h d  of influence (if any) do television police shows acnially have 

on public opinion and criminai justice policy? 1s fear of crime or confidence in local 

police influenced b y trievision presentations of crime and policing'? 

Questions such as whether or not the levels of violent interpersonal crime shown 

on bbreaiity-based" television police programs "might 'cultivate' widespread fear, bring 

about imitative behaviour or a deadening of public sensibilities" (Schlesinger and 

Tumber, 1994: 187) are legiùmate and important, but beyond the scope of this analysis. I 

would, however, have to agree with SparkS' (1 992: xii) commentq that "Criminolo~ 

has gone on far too long without anaiysing in detail the impact of these prwalent, 

entertainhg and popular moral tales upon recurrent public images of criminality and 

policing, and upon young police officers racing arouud in their fast cars." What people 

acnially do with television images (whether based in fact or fiction) is certaïniy a topic 

worthy of fiirther snidy. 

This lack of attention devoted to the 'efiects' of television violence and program 

content on behaviour seems to correspond with the current m m d  in the fields of 

criminology and mass media research, as identified by the literature review. Sparks 

(1992: 6) notes that in recent years. there appears to have been a fiuidamental shifi in the 

focus of attention within the area of crime, justice, and the media He has observed that 



the focus appears to have moved from a preoccupation with the 'effects' of viewing on 

behaviour towards a more generai concem in the viewer's mediated experience of crime. 

criminai justice. and law enforcement through the medium of television. 

This chapter also describes several previous media content analysis srudies 

conducted in the area of crime and justice and lists some of their findings with respect to 

how media coverage of crime distorts the nanire and f'requency of crime. especially 

violent crime. 

Chapter Three describes the methodology used in this snidy. The NO primary 

sources of data, Le. the television shows and official statistics. will be explained in greater 

detaii. Some advantages and inherent limitations of each data source will also be 

discussed. 

This chapter provides the reader with an introduction into the process of media 

content analysis. The insmunent used to code the contents of the television programs is 

also examined. 

It should be noted that this study is not entirely quantitative in its approach and 

presentation. That is. an interpretive approach is also utilized whereby an anempt is 

made to understand the phenornenon being snidied through both interpretation and 

imagination. As well, an interprerive approach assists in the sorthg out the meaning of 

what has been seen and heard on the various television episodes aaaiped. For example, 

one of the ancillary research questions put fonh in this thesis concem how police officers 

who are women and/or racial minorities are portrayed 1 am not convinced that a p m l y  

quantitative midy could address nich a complex issue. 



Chapter Four displays the findings of the content analysis of the thirty-six COPS 

episodes. Using official sources of data and key criminological findings, 1 anempt to 

illusaare crime and policing trends as they occur in American society. 1 then go on no 

compare the images portrayeci on COPS with what occurs in "real-life." Possible 

explmations as to why distortions may exist are explored in the next chapter. 

Chapter Five provides a discussion of the content and format of "realitybased" 

television poiice programs. 

If we as television viewers resnict ounelves to what appears in the television 

shows. this clearly does nor tell us much about the intricate process whereby it cornes to 

be there (Schlesinger and Tumber, 1994: 26). As an approach used on its own. content 

anaiysis faces the unavoidable limitation of only being able to make inferences baseci on 

extemal factors or variables about the editing and production processes (Schlesinger and 

Tumber, 1994: 28). Therefore, to begin in0 better undentand these processes. 1 have 

included a discussion of an article written by Debra Seagal(1993), an ex-producer of the 

"reality-based" television police program Arnerican Derecrive. She provides us with a 

reveaiing account of the inner workings and aade secrets behind so-called "reali-based" 

television propmming. Behind-the-scenes production and edithg techniques are just 

t h  - they are not transparent. From SeagaYs vantage-poinr however, she is able to 

shed some much needed light on the subject One can only assume that Seagal probably 

had her own personal rasons for -exposing the show's format and content: 

nevenheless, her testimonial was verified by some raw footage and an investigative report 

which aired on one of the major American television networks in 1994. 

Chapter Six concIudes the thais and discusses some impiications of the findings. 



II 

THE MEDIUM OF TELEMSION 



The Medium of Television 

Television is undeniably one of the most powerful, influentid and pervasive 

medium for the communication of ideas and information in society. It is a f i d y  

established element of North hmerican life as demonsaated by the high percentage of 

residences in the United States that own them and the amount of time spent watching 

them. In faa. "the average Amencan now watches over 40 hours of W a week and the 

average household keeps a set turneci on for over 7 hours a &y" (Lichter et al.. 1994: 

back flap; see also Morgan and Signonelli, 1990: 13). 

Understanding the potential impact of television is crucial to appreciating the 

significance of this study's fmdings. The old adage that 'one picture is worth a thousand 

words' does not even begin to describe what kind of audiovisuai impact television c m  

have on individuais. 

For many viewers. relevision's seemingIy simple foxmat is both appealing and 

entertaining. For some. relevision's format is quite convenient in that it requires linle 

effort to process the information in addition to presenting information in both visual and 

audio ternis (Nelson, 1989: 2). The collage of v i d s  and sounds are assernbled and 

packaged in such a way so that the end product is a coherent f o m  for viewers to easily 

digest - litde or no thinking required 

"Information in the US. mass media ofien takes the fonn of entertainment, which 

draws the larges audiences and is therefore the most profitable. In trying to make ail of 

their message entenaining, however. the media may tnvialize serious subjects" (Strate, 

1992: 9). For instance, compiex issues such as crime, poverty, mental iiiness and racism 

are o h  reduced to simple. prepackaged television episodes. As a consequence of these 



simplisùc and/or incomplete analyses, rnisleading perceptions may be created which can 

potentially affect people's fear of crime and violence. 

Television. Public O~inion and Public Policy 

The notion that television can directly (or indirectfy) influence public opinion, 

affect criminal justice decision-making, and influence criminal justice policy, is an area 

wonh e x p l o ~ g  m e r .  

For decades, researchers have been asking the seerningly simple question. What 

does television do to the viewer? "Yet, as numemus communication scholars have found, 

the questions are complex and the answers are neither simple nor straighdorward" 

(Morgan and Signorielli, IWO: 14). 

As a swing  point, 1 would direct the reader to the work of George Gerbner and 

his associates (see Gerbner and Gross, 1976; Gerber et ai., 1986; Signorielli. 1990). 

Their work offen an important theoreticai foundation for understanding the function of 

television in the social consmiction of reality. 

Cultivation analysis is one approach which seeks to snidy the impacts and 

functions of television. This research paradigm is particuiarly interested in assessing the 

contributions of television viewing to the audience's conceptions of social reality (see 

Morgan and Signonelli, 1990). 

Cultivation anaiyses conducted to &te suggest thaf "Television viewing u s d l y  

relates in different but consistent ways to different groups' Life situations and wodd 

views" (Morgan and Signorielli, 1990: 21). Funher, there appears to be a "general 

(thou& not universal) acceptance of the conclusion that there are statistical relationships 

between how much people watch television and what they think and do; there is far l e s  



consensus on a host of related questions and problems" (Morgan and Signorielli. 1990: 

25). Over the pas1 two decades or so, media researchers have uncovered a consistent 

societal-link between television exposure and a person's beliefs and aninides with respect 

to crime and justice (Perse, 1990: 5 1). 

Indeed, a complicated relationship exisrs between the kinds of images. ideas. and 

messages that are disseminated through the mas media and what people acnially corne to 

believe. One would not wish to suggest that dl members of the television audience 

passiveiy, unknowingly, andior mcriticai1y absorb al1 that they see and hear (SoothiII and 

Walby, 199 1: 14). If people react to things as they perceive hem, then, one can assume 

that different p u p s  of viewers may perceive die same television program in radicaily 

diflerent ways. Keep in rnind, however, ha, œYïh and video Iend themselves to 

distortion and ambiguity because they appear so patendy to extend the audience's own 

senses directly" (Bogart, 1995: 203). 

indeed, television possesses a universal dimension or quaiity which has an almost 

inminsic or mesrneriring power over people. in fact some experts believe that some 

television programming "cm captivate an audience to such an extent that it can influence 

public opinion" and go on to influence public policy (Nelson, 1989: 2). 

To be nue, this is a hi@y contentious issue. Exactly what kinds of 'effects' 

television images of crime have on audiences (cg .  television violence on behaviour) has 

ken, and continues to be, vigorously debated by acadernics and criminal justice 

practitioners alike. Some research suggests that the audience can indeed be highly 

discriminating when it comes to taking television images of crime and jusrice and k ing  

able to separate what is Rai h m  what is de-bel ieve (Gmter, 1987: 49). 



Nonethelas, these assumptions are prirnarily based on studies conducted in the 

area of fictional. and not "realiry-based," television progmmmhg. Both the content and 

fomat of "reality-based" television shows contribute ro the lines being blurred with 

respect to what is factuai and what is fictional. .%s a resulf some television viewers may 

become confused or perhaps misled about what they are watching. 

It is me that people receive information about issues related to crime and the 

criminal justice system (particularly the police) from a variety of sources. These include 

the m a s  media family, peers, school, work, and personal experience. 

For many people, however, television and other media of popular culture are 

probably the primary sources of howledge on crime and justice issues. in her seminal 

study, Graber (1980) found that 95 percent of her respondents felt that the media was 

their primary source of information with respect to crime and justice. 

"Because relatively few people have extensive direct experience wirh crime [or 

direct contact with the police], it seems reasonable to assume that the public's mentai 

images of crime - as  well as  rriminals, victims, and criminai justice - are shaped, to a 

geat extent, by the mass media" (Garofalo, 198 1 : 334). Similarly, Sureae (1 990: 7) 

assens that, *'Since the majonty of people have linle direct experience with crime, it is 

argued that the media wili be a sigûficant source in fomiing public atîitudes and 

perceptions conceming crime and justice." To compensate for a lack of direct personal 

experience. many people will go on to use information obtained from the m a s  media, "to 

consmct a picture of the worlci, an image of realiq on which they then base their actions" 

(Surene, 1992: 2). 



Because television - includiug both news and enterrainment programmhg - is 

the primary source of information on crime and justice issues for many Americans, the 

presence of social and/or political biases in television program content rnay have 

profound effecrç. What khds of effects could television presentations of crime and police 

work possibly have on viewers? Murdock (1982: 104) argues that inaccurate television 

depictions of crime and policing could quite possibly serve to feed "people's fears about 

the collapse of law and order and edist their support for reacrive conml policies, more 

repressive laws and M e r  restrictions on civil liberties." 

At fmt dance, the foregoing statement might seem far-fetched or p e h p s  even 

absurd. But is it? The Uifluence of television on mernbers of society should not be 

underestimated nor be easily dismissed. One mut  keep in miad that television is so 

inainsically woven into the daily lives of North Americans that its compelling presence is 

inevitably felt in public opinion, criminal justice policy, and criminai justice decision- 

making. 

"In tenns of the criminal justice system, the media has been credited with a 

number of public policy effects such as . . . affkcting police recniiünent, influencîng 

investigation procedures to match media-induced public expeztations, and decreasing the 

nippon for civil Iiberties" (Surene, 1990: 7; see also Stern. 1990). Some of these issues 

will be discussed in later sections, 

The Chanaina Structure of the Television lndustry 

For decades, the three Iargest national television networks in the United States 

have been the American Broadcasting Company (ABC), the Columbia Broadcasting 

S v  (CBS), and the National Broadcasting Corporation (NBC). 



These three major networks C O ~ M U ~  to exercise extensive power in the television 

world. Yet, increasinply, their influence over the viewer market seems to be challengeci 

by a growing system of smaller nenvorks and specialty channels. For example. by 1990, 

"(Ftupen] Murdoch's Fox group - 7 stations plus 126 independent affiliates - 

presented a serious challenge to the old nerwork hegemony. Fox could now reach over 90 

percent of h e r i c a n  television viewers. with o h t  programmùg designed to attract the 

younger audiences rhat had begm to desert the more staid Big Three network 

presentaùons" (Bergreen, 1992: 29). 

One of the new offbeat programs to come fiom Fox in the late 1980s was a show 

called COPS. This now spdicated "reality-based" television police show has been the 

precursor of what is rapidly becoming an expanding fom of popular television 

The Evolution of Television Police Dramas 

Over the past fi* years of so, hundreds of television policecrime dramas have 

come and gone. Some of the more popular programs fiom the 1970s and 1980s (e.g. 

Colurnbo, Police Story, Hill Sireel Blues) have endured the test of time and are now in 

syndication ail over the world. 

Cenainly. television viewers have wimessed a transfomation in the types of 

police programs televised on Amencan necworks. Indeed. both the content and format of 

today's shows are quite diverse in nature and appeal to a wide range of audiences. For 

the most pm the majority of television cop shows, past and present, have been fictioaal 

in nature. For example, some shows are specifically devoted to federal law enforcement 

agencies (e-g. The Mmhai; Feds) while others deal with d e r  municipal police 



departments (e.g. In the Hear of the Nighr. Hzgh Incidenr). Some programs emphasize 

policing at the street or "grassroots" b e l  (e-g- Hill Sneer Blues: Adam-12) wliile others 

focus on highly specialized areas such as homicide (e-g. Homicide: Life on rhe Srreeu: 

LWPD Blue), forensic sciences (e.g Quincy, M. E. ; Cm& .Vvsreries) or behavioural 

sciences (cg. nte Proflec MilZennium). 

Not al1 of the television shows involve naditional portrayals of crime and law 

enforcement Non-aaditional presentations range from images of lawmen of yesteryear 

(e.g. Bordenoiin) to images of funvistic policing (e.g. Robocop: nie Series: Alien 

:Vation; Space Precincr). 

One of the more interesting programs found on television today, in my opinion, is 

a science-fiction show called The X-Files. The two main protagonists are Special Agents 

Fox Mulder and Dana Scully. The show revolves around the unusuai case files of the two 

FBI agents, who are the sole mernbers of a speciai unit that investigates, among other 

things, unexplained phenomena and govenunent conspiracies. 

The popularity of television cop shows does not appear to be diminishing. In 

1993, the iVm York Times conducted a midy comparing the mon common jobs on 

Arnericaa television program versus reai-life ( E  V. Guide, 1993: 5). Not surprisingly, 

the police officer was the number one c a r  pomayed on television (see Table 3.1 ). 



TABLE 2-1 - T.V. Guide Com~arison Shidy 

Jobs on Television 

1. Police Officer 
2. Lawyer 
3. Doctor 
3- Restaurateur 
5.  TV Reporter / Host 
6. 'lurse 
7. Joumaiist 
8. TV Writer ! Producer 
9. Coach / Radio Host / Decorator (tie) 

Jobs in Red-Life 

4, Accountant 
5. Truck Driver 

9. Cook 
IO. Engineer 

"Realihr-Based" Television Proaramminq 

In contrast to fictional television police p r o - m .  a new breed of cop show has 

emerged over the past decade. i.e. those <bat are facnial or "reaiity-baseci." Essentidly, I 

would argue that there are three distinct types of "reality-baseci" television police shows 

found on American television today. 

Shows such as American Detecrive, COPS. Real Sfories of the Highway Pamol, 

and L A  P. D. are d l  good examples of quasidocumentary-sqded television programs. 

Generaily, these tpes of shows are fiimed "Iive" by two-man camera crews made up of a 

cameraman and a soundman: these crews go out uith police officea on acnial cails and 

generai patrol. To members of the television audience, it may seem that they are acnially 

riding dong in the backseat of the police vehicle or responding to a cal1 dongside the 

police. These types of television programs are dso referred to by some media critics as 

b%y-on-the-waLl" documentaries (0'Suiliva.n et al.. 1 994). 

This foxmat provides the television audience with the sensation that what they are 

watching is appearing "Iive." Rems of raw footage are shot, and then later, selected 



scenes are edited or pieced together to make up an individual segment that flows 

relatively smmthly while srill rnaintaining that rough-edge or "live" (Le. as it is 

happening) feeling. The edited episodes do not usudly contain a linking commentary or 

namation. 

In essence. television programs such as COPS provide members of the audience 

with voyeuristic glirnpses of rare, sensational, and often bizarre incidents that they would 

otherwise probably not be rxposed to. Perhaps this is why "reality-based" television 

shows have become so popular with television audiences in the last couple of years. 

in contrast. shows such as FM: The Untold Stories, Secret Service, and Top Cops 

are al1 good illustrations of~docudramas or dramatized reenactments based on real or 

factuai crimes and criminal cases. This type of television show usually has either a 

regular host providing linking commentary or has police officers m t i n g  their own 

a m d g  mie stories. 

Lastly, 1 wouid consider the third kind of "reality-based" television police 

program to be shows that encourage viewers to actively participate in the capture of a 

criminal or fugitive by providing key information to law enforcement officiais. 

Arnerica 's Most Wanred, Umlved Mvsm-ies, and various Crime Sroppers programs are 

good examples of this third ~ p e .  One has to a& however, whether these television 

shows are more about entertainhg rather than aiding the police? This also raises the 

issue of p rme ty  of using crime or exploithg a peson's Mctimi;.ation for enteRainment 

purposes (Schlesinger and Tumber, 1 994). 

The term "info-rainment" has been used by some media analysts (Surette, 1992) to 

descnbe those television program where there is a combinanon of both news and 



entenainment formats. lhis term can be readily applied to al1 "reaiity-based" television 

police shows. 1 would argue, though, rhat the entertainment component of these shows 

plays a much greater role than the uifonnaùoi or educational component. 

There has ken,  and will continue to be, an enormous fascination and 

preoccupation with crime- and police-related topics in television programming- 

According to Surene ( 1992: 32), approximately 25 percent of d l  prime-time television 

programs in the U.S. from the 1960s to the 1990s have direcrly focused on crime or law 

enforcemenq the proportion of television time devoted to crime themes, without a doubt 

makes crime the largest single subject-matter in television history- 

Crime and the Media: Previous Research 

Communications and mass media scholars have developed considerable empirical 

support for the notion that television and newspapers diston news (Bennett, 1996: 17; see 

also Ericson, 1991). Fortunateiy, a blow-by-blow review of the Iiteranve with respect to 

news, news reporting, and news organizations is not necessary due to the remarkable 

degree of consensus among the various critics over the years (Altheide, 1971: Tuchman. 

1978; Fishrnan, 1980; Bennett, 1996). 

Encson er al. (1987: 346) observe that severai academic studies, including those 

h m  the authors noted above. have "given emphasis to the fact that news is not a 

veridical account of reality but a social construction of j o d i s t s  and their sources." In 

addition, some research has focused on the process of newspaper story selection or. as 

Tuchman ( 1 978) prefers to describe it, the process of "crea~g news." 

With respect to the relationsàip between crime. justice, and television the body of 

literature is not quite as extensive- It is true that both the criminai justice systern and the 



mass media's news/entenainment system are ouo massive sets of social insrinitions that 

have been around for sorne time. Notwithnanding, "serious interest in their interaction 

and mutuai effects is relativety recent" (Surene. 1992: 2). 

1 share in Surette's (1992: 6) belief, 'That the advanrages of sirnultaneously 

studying justice and the media have not been exploited more fûlly is disheanening. A 

lack of research in crucial areas has lefi far more unanswered questions than definitive 

answers" (see also Newman, 1 990). 

In a cornprehensive Iiteranire review, Garofalo (198 1: 320) found that most 

content analyses of crime-related topics in the media, conducted prior to 1981. were 

primarily devoted to the study of news media, partidarly newspapers. 

Fifteen years later, littie has changeci. Few content analyses have been done in the 

area of fictional television police shows from a criminological or social scientific point of 

view. And, as mted previously, there is even less research avdable with respect to the 

new domain of "reality-based" television poIice propmming. 

In his book, British criminologkt Richard Sparks (1992) brought a new 

perspective to looking at teievision crime drarnas. In the preface, it is acknowledged that 

-[Sparks'] . . . thoughts on the subject of television crime drama move criminolog into a 

new and largely unexplored terrain. He not only d e r n o m e s  the centrality of the 

dramatization of crime on television to key issues in cn'minology, but also, by drawing 

upon contemporary social theory, he enters a t e h g  series of caveats about the kinds of 

conclusions we might reach on the subject of television's influence. He considers, in a 

carefid, measured way, whether the 'cop shows' stimulate our fear of crime, whether they 

mystifjr the truth of poiicing in suggesting that the g d  guys always win and that 



detecrion rates are hi& whether the irnagq built into the nanatives of these very moral 

d e s  excites a more punitive attitude to 'criminals.' thus reinforcing the drift toward a 

more authontarian society begun in Western societies in the 1980s" (Sparks, 1992: xi). 

In an often cited smdy conducted over 40 years ago, Davis (1952) found that 

official crime rates and newspaper coverage of crime had littie in cornmon. And, it would 

appear that the public's perception of crime reflecrs more closely the pictux-e of crime 

presented in the newspapers rather rhan changes in the acnial crime rate. 

In another newspaper-crime smdy. Fishman (1978) noted that the news media 

appear ro be furated on cenain crimes to such an extent that they go out of their way to 

organize these crimes amund themes and create anificial "'crime waves." He found thar 

in 1976. a "crime wave" against the elderly in New York Ciry was created by one 

television station and wo newspaper outlets. "In Fishman's view, the "crime wave" 

occurred when news reporrers became aware of a few crimes against the elderly and 

began to s m h  for and to highiight such crimes" (Sheley and Ashkins, 1987: 47). 

In a content analysis conducted on television police-crime dramas from the &y 

1970s. Dominick ( 1973) found that: ( 1 ) the television shows focused mostiy on aimes of 

violence while linle attention was devoted to corporate crime or propery offences: (2) 

criminal suspects were aiways apprehended during the last five minutes of the show. 

supporthg the notion diat %crime doesn't paf'; (3) television justice d l y  ended with 

the suspect's apprehension; rarely were viewers taken through the rPmaining stages of 

the machinery of justice (e.g. initiai appearance, preliminary hearing, arraignments. 

sentencing, and so forth). 



That cerütin crimes receive disproponionate coverage in the news media is well- 

documenteé In a content anaiysis of crime news h m  four Chicago newspapers. 

Sherken (1978: 2 15) found that. Almost half of al1 crimes reponed were murder . . . 

with another 35% involving serious crimes. The notice given to murder and the Iack of 

notice given to such other crimes as larceny and burglary is smking..' 

Similar concIusions were reached in a snidy cooducted by Sheley and Ashkins 

(1 98 1) a few years later. They found that both television and newspapers exaggerated the 

amount of violent crime. especidly murder, even though murder accounted for Iess than 

one percent of d l  Index crimes reported O the police. 

In many respects, the present television snidy is similar to a content analysis 

conducted by Gabor and Weimann (1987: 79) in the area of news print media and how it 

covers stories related to crime and justice. Tàey were primarily interested in assessing the 

validity of several propositions or criticisms ofien leveled at the p ~ t  media such as the 

over-representation of sensational stories related to violent crime. Some of the results 

included the following: 

newspapers are preoccupied with violence and "street-crime": 

the pria media are superticid in their reporting of crime, failing to provide any type 
of analysis of the mots of crime or the wotkings of the criminal justice sytem: 

newspapers rnisinfonn the public about the characteristics and typicd profile of 
offenders and victims. 

Graber (1 980) conducted a scholarly snidy about crime coverage by the media and 

its potential impact on public opinion. She found that media coverage of crime greatly 

distorts the nature and frequency of crime. Another kding to corne out of Graber's smdy 

was that the media tends to ignore the social and/or economic context in which crime 



ofien occurs. "Covered without contex& [news and entenainment] . . . clairns often cloud 

full public understanding of crime and criminal activity" (LaMay and Demis, 1995: xiii). 

Lichter and Lichter (1983) conducted a content aoalysis of severai fictional 

television policecrime dramas airing in 1981. They found that violent crimes such as 

murder. robbery, agpvated assault, and kidnapping accounted for 87 percent of al1 

television crimes whereas property crimes were seldom show: the FBI Crime index for 

1980, on the other hanci, indicated that violent crimes made up less than 10 percent of al1 

index crimes reponed to the police. Rarely did television crimes go unsolved; in real 

life. however. crime ofien nicceeds and goes undetected, unreporteci. unrecordai, and/or 

uns0 lved. 

A common theme ninning through many of the studies cited above appears to be 

the fact that a large discrepancy exists between what people are likely to experience in 

reality with respect to crime and justice issues, and what they a~ likely to be exposed to 

in the news and entertainment media (Lewis, 1984). 



III 

ME THODOLOGY 



Positivistic Framework 

in many respects, this smdy could be considered positivistic in nature since it 

exercises a scientific approach to the smdy of "reaiity-based" television police shows. 

Kerlinger ( 1 973 : 1 1 ) -tes that scientific research involves a "systematic. controlled 

empiricai. and critical investigatio6' of the phenomenon being studied. 

Quantitative methods were chosen as data were coded according to pre- 

determined categories. 1 echo Shipman's ( 198 1 : 13) assertion that, "If a socid scientist 

follows an interest by observing what strikes his eye, recording the memorable and 

writing what seems interesting, there is no claim to be scientific [and objective], however 

vaiuable the observations may be when guided by the insights o f .  . . [criminology] or 

some other social science. There has to be some masure of contro1 over the selection, 

definition, observation of the phenomenon concerned and some concem over reliability 

and validity. . . . [ghe methods used in accumuiating evidence are spelled out in detail. 

That detail enables professional colleagues to assess the ment of the work and hence to 

reach some agreement on whether it is credible as evidence. The detail also enables the 

work to be replicated? 

Sarn~lina Ptocedure 

Tbe present smdy involves an anaiysis of an Amencan "reality-baser television 

police program: COPS. Episodes of the show were video-recorded weekly by the author 

from the period commencing January 1 n 1993, and ending June 3 I st, 1 993. 

The recording of the teIevision shows enabled the author to review the episodes as 

ofien as necessary. Re-nuis, or episodes airing for the second time during the six-month 



period of analysis. were excluded fiom the snidy. in total, thiny-six episodes involving 

123 cases/incidents were rerained for the content analysis. 

The various episodes of COPS primarily aired during "prime-tirne." "Prime- 

T i e "  refm to the thne period on television benveen 8:00 p.m. and 11:OO p.m. - the 

time of the day when viewing is at its peak. Episodes of COPS can also be seen at other 

times (e.g. midnight). The television program nuis for 30 minutes. 

CORS can be seen as providing a national focus since law enforcement agencies 

fiom al1 across the United States were represented. In addition, the program aired 

throughout the United States, as weIl as Canada. 

Cornparison of Television lmaaes and Official Statistics 

After systematically classiQing and studying the content of the television shows. 

the fmdings regarding the images presented were then compared in many different areas 

to official sources of data. The present study attempts to assess the relative accuracy of 

"'redity-based" television's portrayai of the *realH world @y cornparison with oficial 

statis tics). 

For the purposes of this research study, the following sources of officia1 &ta were 

utilized for cornparison to the television fïndings: (i) Federal Bureau of Investigation 

; and (ii) Bureau of Justice Statistics. Both organhtions are branches of the 

United States Depanment of Justice, but work independently of each other. 

The Bureau of Justice Statimcs a~l~luaily publishes the Sourcebook of Cminal  

J d c e  Stat-istics whiie the FBI puts out Crime in the (inired States. more commody 

known as the Uniform Crime Report (UCR) Index. The K R  is perhaps the most 

authoritaàve source on crime statistics in the United States- 



The UCR's main unit of analysis is referred to as index crimes. aiso known as Pan 

1 offences. Albanese (1990: 13) notes that the FBI. ". . . rallies crimes reponed to police 

and arrests made nationwide each year for eight offences, and counts anwts only for 19 

other offences. .-Uthough there are rnany more than 27 types of crime in the United 

States, most of the serious forms of crime are included." 

The eight Crime Index offences for which detaïled infornation is collected 

include the violent crimes of murder, forcible rape, robbery, and aggravated assault and 

the property crimes of burglary, larceny-theft, motor vehicle thek and mon. 

"The 19 other offences for which only those arrested are counted include: simple 

assaul~ forgery and counterfeiting; fraud; embezziemen~ buying, receiving or 

possesshg stolen pro- vandalism: weapons offences; prostitution and 

commercialized vice: other sex offences; dmg abuse violations; gambling; offences 

against the family and children; driWig under the influence: Iiquor laws; drunkenuess; 

disorderiy conduct; vagrancy; curfew and loitering laws: and runaways" (Albanese, 

Siegel (1986: 55-6) further States that: 

The FBI receives and compiles reports h m  over . . . [16,000] police depments  
serving a majority of the United States population. . . . The FBI tallies and annually 
publishes the number of reporteci offences by city, county, standard metropditan 
statistical area (SMSA), and geographicai divisions of the United States. . . . 

The methods used to compile the UCR are quite cornplex. Each month, law 
dorcement agencies report the number of index crimes known to them. A count of 
these crimes . . . is taken from records of al i  complaints of crime received by law 
enforcement agencies from victims, officers who discovered &ctions, or other 
sourceS. 

Whenever complaints of crime are detennined through investigation to be unfounded 
or false, they are etimiriated h m  the a d  count The number of "actuai offences 



known" is reponed to the FBi whether or not anyone is m t e d  for the crime. the 
stoien property is recovered, or prosecution is undertaken. In addition. each month 
law enforcement agencies report the total crimes that were cleared. Crimes are 
cleared two ways: (1) when at least one person is arrested charged and m e d  over 
to the court for prosecution, or (2) by exceptional means, when some element beyond 
police conaol precludes the physical arrest of an offender (e.g. they fiee the country). 
Data on the nurnber of clearances involving ody the arrest of offenden under the age 
of eighteen. data in the value of the property stolen and recovered in comecuon with 
Part 1 offences. and detailed information penaining to criminal homicides are also 
reporte& 

Since the episodes of COPS analyzed in this study aired in 1993, and the majority 

of hem were produced in 1993 as indicated by the copyright date in the closing credits. 

they were subsequently compared and contmsted to officia1 statistics from 1993 whenever 

possible. National statistics, rather than data at the city, county or state levels. served as 

the basis for comparison as the COPS episodes were fiom al1 across the United States and 

were broadcast nationwide. 

Limitations of Official Statistics 

in this snidy, official sources of data were used as a benchmark or barorneter of 

'-reditf' to compare with the television images of crime and policing. Some critics may 

argue that official statistics are not an accurate reflection of what is actually happening 

-out there." Conrad and Schneider (1980: 21), for instance, claini that " 'reality' is 

defined not as something that exists 'out the& for the [social] scientist or anyone else to 

discover but as a social construction thar emerges fiom and is sustained by socid 

interaction-" 

I acknowledge, but do not necessarily subsaîbe to, the tenets of this panidar 

paradi- 1 saongiy believe that official naristics are the best available sources of data 

for comparison in order to approximate the types of crime repned, the fkequency of nich 



aimes. etc. At the same timr, one m u s  consider the Tark figure" of crime that rernains 

largely undetected, unreporred. and unrecorded. With this said it is felt that oficial data 

does indeed provide a reasonable benchmark to act as a cornparison to the television 

f'inding. Mannle and Hirschel (1988: xvii) are correct to point out that. "Statistics are 

used to illustrate relacively stable and broad trends, not as narrow or immutable facts in 

and of themselves." 

Another potentiai criticism relates to the value of national statistics. Different 

cities, regions and states have very diflerent racial or ethnic compositions in rheir 

populations. For example, the southem U.S. states have a disproportionare number of 

Hispanics. Notwirhstanding this point, COPS is a nationally televised show and the aim 

is to determine the similarity of the images conveyed to a national audience with the 

national crime picnire as we know it. 

Another limitation of official crime natistics encountered in this snidy is the fact 

that certain types of incidents are not included For instance, in the television police 

shows. incidents that were deviant (but not necessarily criminai) in nature were poraayed. 

e.g disorder and incivil&. UCRs do not include these types of QCCIL~-C~£. The S Z Z P  

holds nue for incidents such as motor vehicIe accidents and other calls for service of a 

- - 
non- nature. 

Content Analvsis and Its Limitations 

The method of observation and measurement of the television police shows was 

content anaiysis. What exactiy is content anaiysis? There are many definîtions found in 

the titerature. According to Keriinger (1973: SZS), content anaiysis 3 s  a method of 

studying and analyzing communications in a systematic, objective, and quantitative 



manner to measure variables." It is the systematic classification and study of the content 

of mass media (Holsti. 1969). Holsti (1 969: 60 1) assens that content analysis is "*any 

technique for making inferences by systematically and objectively identimg specified 

characteristics of messages." 

By utilizing content analysis as  a method to record and anal- raw data, a 

research snidy can be approached fimm a more rigorous standpoint thus allowing the 

researcher to venture beyond mere opinions or anecdotes based solely on non-scientific 

observation andor personal expenence. 

Compared with techniques such as intemiews, content analysis commonly yields 

unobtrusive or nomeactive measures. in this midy, it can be stated unequivocally that the 

subjects. for lack of a better term, were not aware that they were king studied or 

observed andytically even though their work was king televised. Thus, in this study, it 

can be argued thar the act of measurernent itself did not influence the subjects. As Budd 

(1967: 2) asserts, the content analyst himself "is not part of the process, but [by] 

employing his analytic tool, he taps into the process rhrough the message to gain . . . 

infonnatioa" 

The central problems of content analysis ongînate primarily in the data-reduction 

process whereby the mmy symbols, images. sounds, dialogues. etc.. are classified into 

much fewer, more refined, content categories. Reliabiiity problems can potentially grow 

out of the ambiguiry of category definitions or even deficient and vague c o a g  

insmictions. The latter problem does not concern us here in this study since the author 

was the sole coder. It should be noted, however, that a pilot midy was undertaken with 

10 independent codes; this will be descri'bed in more detail in the next section. 



The Codino Instrument 

Classification by muitipie human coders permits the quantitative assessrnent of 

achieved reliability, often refened to as intercoder or inter-rater reliability. Inter-coder 

reliability refers to the extent to which the content classification produces the same resu1ts 

when the same text or visuals are coded by more than one coder. 

A content anaiysis is vdid to the extent that it measures the consmict(s) thar the 

researcher intended it ro measure. The researcher should always ask himseif or herseif 

the foilowing fundamentai question: Are the categones measuring what they were 

originally set out to measure? 

Before sening out to consmict the megories for study and devising a coding 

instrument, a preiiminary review of several episodes was conducted. This key step 

enabled the author to get a sense of the types of vinials. dialogue and themes rhat might 

be encountered later on in the coding process. 

With these issues in muid, the author pretested the coding instrument before 

actually putting it into practice. Xne classrnates and a professor h m  the M A .  

progamme in Criminology at the University of Ottawa were provided with instructions 

on how to code the television shows and then went on to code severai randomly-seiected 

episodes of COPS. On the whole, the pilot study was quite niccessfid, resulting in ody a 

few minor changes being made to the coding inmument 

As indicated the coding insmunent went rhrough several revisions before taking 

on the appearance of the final version found in Appendix 1. 

At the be-g of every incident s h o w  on COPS. crucial information is 

displayed across the viewer's television screen including the name of the police 



depanmenr: the geographic location; the time of the name of the police offices 

responding ro the cak the type of cd1 or incident they are responding to. At the end of 

the incident, the police oficer will ofien state what crime or charge the suspect will be 

arrested with, 

The majority of the categories that make up the coding sheet (see Appendk 1) are 

selfexpianatory. However. for the benefi of the reader and those not familia. with fhis 

particular b'reaiity-based" television police show. there may be a few sections that might 

need M e r  explanaion. It should be noted that not a11 of the items captured by the 

coding instrument were retained for analysis. 

The top portion of the coding instrument contains information with respect to 

keeping track of the various television episodes recordeci. This facilitated the retrievd of 

programs for seconday analysis, for example. 

The second section colleas information peMining to the npe of criminai or non- 

criminal incident being shown on a particular episode, the geographic location (Le. city 

and state) where the incident took pIace, and the time of &y in which the incident 

occurred Ai1 of this infornation was conveniently displayed for television viewers at the 

be-g of each episode. 

Among other things, 1 wanted to see if violent crimes were k i n g  

disproportio~tely shown and if property aimes were king under-represented Were 

r o u ~ e  calls such as traffc accidents and animai cornplaints fkquentiy shown? 1 wamed 

to determine if the incidents were distributed relatively eveniy throughout the United 

States since COPS is a television program with a national scope. 1 was also curious as to 

the t h e  of &y in which the majority of incidents were taking place. 



The next section of the coding instrument collecrs basic information on the law 

enforcement agencies represented on the show (e.g. whether the agency is local. state or 

federal ) . 

The fourth portion gathers information (e-g. race and gender) penaining to the 

police officers involved in a panicular incident. For example. I wanted to see how many 

police oficers from minority groups were shown. 

The coding insrniment contains four categories of race: (i) White: (ii) Black; 

(iii) Hispanic: and (iv) Other. The 'Hispanic' category includes nich groups as Mexican 

Americans. Puerto Ricans. and other Latin Americans. The 'Other' category includes 

nich groups as American Indians. Alaskan Natives. Asians. and Pacific Islanders. 

The author appreciates the fact that categorizing suspects. victims. and police 

officers according ro their skin colour can be problematic. It is an arduous task to say the 

least, since skin colour is not always an accurate indicator of race. Moreover. the notion 

of racial purity is a myth (Roberts and Gabor, 1990). Nevertheless, it is important to 

establish if the various rpisodes of COPS consistently portray certain images or 

stereotypes. For instance. is the police officer typicaily Caucasian while the criminal 

suspect is African Amencan or Hispanlc? 

Coding race in the television police shows was a d l y  not as difficult as had 

been anticipated by the author. In most cases, police comenienr[v provided the race of 

the suspect. In other instances, a combination of names (e.g. Officer Juan Martinez), skin 

coiour, and dialecu'accent helped to categorize an individual into one of the designated 

F'UPS- 



Data with respect to victims was also coilected to determine whether çriminal 

incidents were disproportionately directed at pesons of colour or perhaps women. 

Prima. Police Oficer: To sais@ the criteria for this category, the television 

police oficer(s) must have appeared at the outset of the segment and also at the 

conclusion. Basically, these officers had to be the prime focus of the rntire episode. In 

addition, they mus have had at least two consecutive lines of dialogue. 

During the initiai stages of the data analysis, the intention was to look at how 

other police offices were pomayed - i-e. those appearing briefly or performing 

secondary roles during a pmicular incident. However, this initiative was found to be 

difficult. Sometimes there were as many as 15 or 20 police officers at the scene of a 

crime, zipping in and out of the camera lem' range. In homicide cases, for example, 

some offices would be collecting evidence at the crime scene. some would be dealing 

with crowd conrroi, while others would be intewiewing wimesses. 

The bottom portion of page one of the coding insrrument collects additional 

information with respect to the police officer responding to a particular incident. For 

example, did the officer need to use force to take a criminal suspect into custody? Did 

the suspect physically assauit the police officer? By asking these and other related 

questions, the author was trying to rstabiish whether or not police work was king 

pomayed by the television program as a dangerous occupatioa 

The second page of the coding instrument pertains to various characteristics 

related to those individuals identifieci as suspects and victims (e-g. race of suspectivicrim, 

relationship, if any, between s u s p e c r / v i ~  any weapons involved). 



The bottom section of page two was reserved for generai comments or 

obsewations made during the coduig process of the television shows as well as any 

comments made by police officers (e.g. "'police work îs exciring", "crime is our of 

conrrol '; "more uniformed police oflcers should be hired lo combat crime". etc.). 

Before going on to discuss the results and fmding of the snidy, there is at least 

one methodologicai issue that should be pointed out to the reader. Because the study oaly 

looks ar one particular "reality-based" television police show and because the sampie 

contains ody  thirty-six episodes or 123 individual incidents. dus may limit the 

generdizability of the findings. 





T m  of Crime: Violent Crimes 

By looking at Table 4.1. it is quite apparent diat levels of certain types of crime, 

i.e. violent interpersonal crimes involving force or threat of violence, are exaggerated and 

over-represented in the various episodes of COPS. Of the totality of criminal and non- 

criminal incidents shown on COPS, violent crime against the person is clearly given 

disproportionate attention. 

If we look at the FBI Crime Index for 1993, we fmd rhat violent crimes (Le. 

murder, forcible rape, robkry, and aggravated assault), represent only 13.6 percent of al1 

index crimes reported to the police (Federd Bureau of Investigation, 1994: 8). In 

conhast, violent offences such as aggravated assault, robbery and murder constituted over 

55 percent of al1 index crimes portrayed on COPS (see Table 4.2). 

As with news media coverage, the coverage of violent crime by "reality-based" 

television police shows appears to be dependent upoo this type of crime's sensationdistic 

and entertainment value (Mande and Hirschel, 1 988: 1 8). 

nie fact that not one incident of rape or sexuai assault was presented on C O B  is 

interesting. P d p s  these types of incidents were too graphic to show on television? 

Perhaps these types of incidents were not shown out of respect for the victim? A more 

plausible explanation, however, may be that with mmy of these incidents a significant 

period of tirne had elapsed between when the rape or sexuai assault had occmd, and 

when the incident was reported to the police by the v i d ;  therefore, the television 

program could not possibly show police rushing to get to an incident and apprehending 

the perpetrator shortiy thereafter. 



Tvpes of Crime: Pro~ertv Crimes 

Larceny (thefi), the least serious of felonies, represents 55.3% of the total number 

of index crimes reporteci to officiais in the United States in 1993 (Federal Bureau of 

Investigation, 1994: 8). hterestingiy, non-violent crimes such as larceny constituted only 

1 3% of the total number of index crimes show on COPS (see Table 4.2). 

Contrary to the predictions of the author, the crime of burglary was not associated 

with lower levels on the various television episodes of COPS as compared to the FBI 

Crime Index. In fact, the television frequency reflected quite closely statistical reality as 

dernonstrated by official crime statistics (see Table 4.2). This finding was a bit surprising 

since snidies have demonstrated that many residential burglaries are "cold crimes" where 

the burglar has fled the scene long before the homeowner retunis home and notifies the 

police (Bayley, 1994). For the police officers on COPS to catch burglars "in the act" was 

auiy amazing! 



Table 4.1 - Type and Frequency of Criminai and Xon-Criminai Incidents Presented on COPS 

TYPE OF INCIDENT 
TOTAL 

Violent ûffences 
Aggravated Assaun 
Domestic Violent Assault 
Robbery 
Murder / Criminal Homicide 
Simple h u i t  
Assauft of a Police Officer (no weapon) 
Domestic Violent Threats 
Assautt of a Police OffÏcer (with weapon) 
Kidnapping 
Tenorist (Bornb) Tbreats 
Uttering Threats 

SUBTOTAL 

Other Offences Aaainst the Person 
Child Endangement or Abandonment 
Harassment 

SUBTOTAL 

Burglary 
Theft / Larceny 
Motor Vehicle Theft 

SUBTOTAL 

Drua mences 
Drug Sales / Trafficking 
Dnig Possession 

SUBTOTAL 

Public Order Offences 
Weapons Charges (e.g. careless use; concealed weapon) 
Drunkenness / Public Intoxication 
DMng Under the Influence 
Disorderfy Conduct 
Flight / Escape 
Leaving the Scene of an Accident 
iiquor Laws (e.g. lllegal Brewery / Distillery) 
Suspicion 
Trespassing 

SU8TOTAL 

NUMBER PERCENT 
1 23 i loo.OOh 

19 
9 
6 
4 
4 
3 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 

51 lncidents 

1 
1 

2 lncidents 

10 
7 
7 

24 lncidents 

6 
5 

I l  Incidents 

7 
4 
3 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

21 Incidents 

( con~ued  on nexr page) 
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Table 4.1 (continued) 

Traff ic ~ccident 
Person Locked f nside Apartment (lost keys) 
Rounding up a Cow 
Search 8 Rescue 
Water Leaking from Apartrnent Upstairs 

SUBTOTAL 

Other - 
'Typicai Night" at a County Jail (General Info. Piece) 

SUBTOTAL 

5 
2 
1 
1 
1 
t 

I l  Incidents 

3 
3 Incidents 

Note: 1 .  Percemges may not add up to toml due to roundiq- 
2.  Thirty-six e p d e s  (123 individual incidents or cases) were analyzed, 
3. None of the episodes were re-rum. 

Table 4 2  - Cornparison of Televinon Crimes and Rd-Life  Crimes 

FREQUENCY RANKING OF FBI INDEX FREQUENCY RANKING OF N INDEX 
CRIMES FROM 1993 CRIMES PRESENfEO ON COPS 

Note: Tetevision index crimes are p u p e d  inro catqories comparable to the FBI data. For a deraiied 
description of the offences in each category see Federal Bureau of Investigation 
Crime in the hited States - 1993. U.S. Govemmenr Prbting Office. 1994: 8. 

T m  of Crime: "White-Collar" Crimes 

Not one incident of ''white-coikf Mme was d d t  with on COPS ( s e  Table 3.1). 

It is quite evident. thea that teIevision shows like COPS disseminate misleading images. 

This is dernonmated by the ~ p e s  of crime that are focused upon. What about corporate 

crimes, for example? .Are these types of crime not occurring in society? 1s insider- 

trading or industxid espiomge not considered a serious crime? 



In the case of COPS. seriousness appears to be defined in terms of what are 

typicaily called 'streetT crimes. Perhaps the perpetrator is easier to idenri. and more 

accessible than a Company with many workers. supervisors and corporate executives; 

exact. who would take the blame and respmsibility for wrongdoing in these cases? 

Perhaps the television industry is atternpting to deflect attention fiom the social and 

economic damage (and sometimes violence) incurred as a direct or indirect result of 

'White-collai' crime? 

COPS seems to undentate or downplay crimes of the rich and powerful while 

drastically exaggerating crimes of the poor and powerless - particularly those involving 

racial minorities. The television show tends to focus on the socially deprived and i n e p ~  

rather than the socially affluent and mentally stable. 

More likely, the reason that examples of corporate crime are not represented on 

COPS is because they probably wodd not make for hi& drama or interestkg television 

viewing. With violent street crime, the victimization is sudden and direct whereas white- 

collar crime seldom brings the criminai or crirninals face-to-face, with the u lha te  victùn 

(Livingston, 1992: 12). 

The television findings appear to be in Line with public opinion. ".bk people 

what crimes they think of as the crime problem. and they will probably mention murder, 

rape, robbery, burgiary, and thek The cost of these crimes. though, paies in cornparison 

with the cost of the crime they are not thlliking of: white-coiiar crimesT' (Livingson, 

1992: II) ;  these types of crimes cos  American companies and businesses billions of 

dollars annually. 



Police Work & Non-Crirninal Calls for Service 

Koenig (199 1 : 38) argues that, "it would be a gross oversimplification to imply 

that ail. or even mosq of the working time of police is crime-related. Much of the tirne is 

cornmiaed to trafic patrol, accident investigation. emergency response to incidents of a 

non-criminal nature. peacekeeping and general order-maintenance." 

The police are entrusteci with the responsibility of responding to crirninals and 

their victirns. For many police officers, however, rhis is only a small part of police work. 

Traditionally, the roies of the police have k e n  two-fold: (a) enforcement of laws 

and investigation of infiactions of these same laws; and (b) maimenance of public order. 

Over the years, however, the police have taken on (or have been delegated) additionai 

responsibilities, functions, and service roles that are of a non-crimùial nature. On a daily 

basis, police depments  across the United States rwpond to such cails for s e ~ c e  as  

medical emergencies, motor vehicle accidents. animai complaints, family couoselling, 

and missing persons. According to Tenzel et al. (1976: a), poiice officers in the United 

States spend as much as 80% of their time responding to the types of calls noted above. 

For obvious reasons. not every type of incident that police are coofronred with in 

red-Iife can be shown on COPS. Nevenheless. the incidents (mainly calls of a Cimind 

nature) that were predorninantly shown tend to represent only one srnail part of police 

work. hvolvement in non-enforcernent activities appears to play a lesser d e  in the 

various television episodes: Iess than 10% of the total incidents shown on the program 

dealt with non£riminal cdIs for semice (see TabIe 4.1). 



Geaaraphical Locations 

The geographical distribution of COPS cases is f a  from unifonn. Certain regions 

of the country were highiighted (see Table 4.3). Only 8 out of 50 states were represented 

(See Table 4.4). The three states featured moa fresuently were Texas, California, and 

Washington, which collectively accounted for over half of al1 COPS episodes. 

The restriction to certain American states, cities, and Iaw edorcement agencies 

immediately mises the question about the general applicability in other geographical 

locations and police jurisdictions of the patterns and conclusions descriid in the various 

episodes. M e r  dl, these shows are seen nationwide. 

Geographically speaking, a d  crime statistics indicate that "the largest volume 

of Crime Index offences was reported in the moa populous Southern States, which 

accounted for 38 pertent of the total" (Federal Bureau of Investigation, 1994: 6). In 

1993, California had the highest murder, robbery, and aggravated assault rates out of al1 

US. states; Texas ranked number three with respect to murder, number four with respect 

to robbery, and number three with respect to aggravated assault ( F e d d  Bureau of 

Iovestigation, 1994: 202-204). hterestingly, Texas and Califomia were the two most 

fkquently represented states with respect to incidents appearing on COPS. This may 

niggest that the television show's producers felt that their chances of capturing 

sensational footage of a violent crime king committed was higher in these states than in 

others? One can onIy speculate, however. 



Table 4 3  - Geograpbic location of incidents depicted on COPS 

CKY OR COUNTY, STATE I NUMBER 1 PERCENT 
- TOTAL 

Fon Worth, TEXAS 

Philadelphia. PENNSYLVANIA 

Pierce County, WASHINGTON 

Cleveland, OHIO 

Denver, COLORADO 

San Bernardino Co., CALIFORNIA 

Sacramento, CALIFORN IA 

Tarrant County, TEXAS 

Pornona, CAUFORNIA 

Broward County, FLORIDA 

King County, WASHINGTON 

Miami, FLORIDA 

Nashviile, TENNESSEE 

Aurora, COLORADO 

Olympia, COLORADO 

Los Angeles. CALIFORNIA 

Xote: 1. Percenmcpes may not add up to tomI due to rounding 
2. Thirty-six episodes ( 123 individual incidents or uses) were d y e d  
3. None of the episodes were r e - m .  



Table 4.4 - States where incidents occurred on COPS 

TEXAS 

CALIFORNIA 

WASHINGTON 

PENNSYLVANIA 

COLORADO 

STATE 
TOTAL 

OHIO 

FLORIDA 

1 TENNESSEE 

NUMBER 
123 

PERCENT 
1 OO.o?/o 

22.8% 

18.7% 

14.6% 

1 3.0°/o 

1 3.0°/o 

1 0.6% 

4.g0/a 

2.4% 

I I 
I 

Note: 1. Percemges may not add up to total due to munding. 
2. Thiry-si.. episodes ( 123 individual incidents or c-) were analyzed. 
3. None of the episodes were re-rum. 

Participatina Law Enforcement Aaencies Amearina on COPS 

Law enforcement in the United States is handed by over 20.000 separate agencies 

which are divided among three levels of govemment: (a) IocaYmunicipaVcoun~, (b) 

state; and (c) fedcral, 

.4s we see fiom Table 4.5. there was no representation from "special@' law 

enforcement agencies such as university campus police, military police, department of 

public d e y ,  or transit authoriry. in addition, no feded law enforcement agencies were 

shown such as the Federal Bureau of Investigation, U.S. Secret Service, Bureau of 

Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms, US. Postal Service Police, U.S. Cwtoms Senice. Dmg 

Enforcement Agency, or any of the various state police agencies. 

It shouid be noted that some state and federal law enforcement agencies h d y  

have severai "realiq+based" television program solely dedicated to their work and oses: 
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e.g. Real Stones of the Hig- PQRO~. F.B.I.: The Untold Stories, Secrer Senice, and 

US. custom. 

Table 4 5  - Law enforcement agencies depicted on COPS 

L0caVCft-y 
Fort Worth Police Dept. 
Philadelphia Police Dept. 
Cleveland Police Dept. 
Denver Police Dept, 
Pornona Police Dept. 
King County Police Dept- 
Miami Police Dept. 
Nashville Mettopolitan Police 
Aurora Police Dept. 
Olympia Police Dept. 

NAME OF AG€NCY 

Shefiff - 
Pierce County Sheriff's Dept. 

1 NUMBER 
TOTAL 1 23 

San Bernardino County Sheriff's Dept. 
Sacramento County Sheriff's Dept. 
Broward County Sheriffs Dept 
Tarrant County Shenffs Dept 
Tarrant County Constable's ûffïce 
Los Anqeles County Sheriffs Dept. 

PERCENT 
1 00.0% 

Note: 1. Percenmges may not add up to toml due to rounding 

I 

2. --six episodes ( 123 individuai incidents or c&s) were d y e d  
3. None of the episodes were re-runs- 

Time of Dav of Call 

At the beginning of each incident shown on C m ,  the time of d a y  in which the 

police officer responded to the cd1 is displayed for the benefit of the television audience. 

Lookiog at Tabie 4.6, one is left wirh the impression that crime prïmarily occurs 

during the da& hours and that one's chance of becoming a victim of a crixne during 

daylight houn is WNally nil. Over 90 percent of the incidents shown on COPS occurred 



during the dusk or dark hours; incidents ocamkg during the evening hours (500 p.m. to 

9 5 9  p.m.) made up 43.9% of the total incidents while 47.1% of the incidents happeneci 

during the night hours ( 10:OO p.m. to 659  am.). 

The television findings appear to conflict with the findings of a burgiary smdy 

conducted by Waller and Okihiro (1 978: 24). They found that the Ume of day in which 

burgiaries occur tends to be distributed relatively evedy with 24.3 percent ocamkg in 

the moming, 24.1 percent ocnirring in the afiemoon, 28.0 percent occurring in the 

evening, and 23.6 percent occurring at night. 

Rengert and Wasilchick (1985) found that burgiars prefer to commit burgiaries 

when homeowners are at work and residences are left unattendeci, i.e. during &y-light 

hours. Similarly, Cromwell (1995: 191) and his colleagues found that the majority of 

burglars "prefetred to work between 9:OO and 1 1 :O0 am. and in mid-afiemoon." 

In rheir study on thefi h m  shopping bags in city center markets, Poyner and 

Webb (1992: 101) note that this type of crime "tended to be restricted to quite n m w  

perîods, Le., between midday to 2:00 p.m. on Tuesdays and 1:00 - 4:00 p.m. on Fridays 

and Salurdays." 

Finally, in their study on amed robbery, Gabor et al. (1987: vii) note that 

robberies %in occur at different hours of the day or night.. ." 



Table 4.6 - Time of day that the incidenthime took place on COPS 

1 Morning (7:OO am. to 11 :59 am.) 1 1 1 O .8Oh 

I 

1 Evening (500 p.m. to 959 p.m.) 1 54 l 
I i 43.9°/* 

I 

TiME OF DAY 

Note: 1. Percentages may not add up to total due to roundino. 
2, Thirty-six episodes ( 123 individual incidents or cases) were anaiyeti 
3. Noue of the episodes were r e - m .  

NUMBER 

Police ôfficers: Race and Gender 

1 TOTAL t 23 1 100.0% 
PERCENT 

1 I 1 

Today, minonties and women are ar the vanguard of police offices who are 

slowly changing the face of policing in A m e n a  That face, once predominantly male and 

white, is now likely to be black Hispanie, .4sia4 or female. 

Although women and minorities have made significant inroads during the past 

decade. they are still under-represented Approximately 10% of police officers today in 

the United States are fernale (Bayley, 1994: 72). in cornparison. femde oficers made up 

Iess than 3% of primary police offices responding to cails on COPS (Table 4.7). 

At the beginning of every episode, the following message is displayed across the 

television screen while the background announcer reads il: T O P S  is filmed on location 

with the men and women of law enforcement . . . " Despite this introduction, femde 

police officers were rarely pomyed, When fernale officen did appear. they were often 

pomyed in a negative light 

For instance, th- was one paràcular episode where rwo femde officers were 

trying to taik a young mde out of jumping off a two-nory b a h -  and commining 



suicide. Unf'ominately, the two female officers were unsuccessful in their anempts and 

the individual jumped. Some viewen may corne away h m  this particular episode with a 

sense that female police officers are incompetent. Interestingly, in three other cases 

involving suicide attempts where only male officers responded the situations were 

resolved without incident. 

hother negative incident involved a femaie police officer in a fis-fi&t with a 

female suspect Throughout the entire incident. it was quite obvious that this particular 

officer was not in conml of the situation. At the conclusion. the cameraman zoomed in 

to gel a close-up shot of the fernale oficer checking her well-manicured nails to see if she 

had broken any of them. 

in yet another example. a female officer insrructed a male suspect to drop a 

weapon and put his han& behind his back The suspect did not comply right away. In 

fact, the female officer had to ask the suspect seven times to &op his gun. In rhis 

particuiar incident, there may have been a language b h e r  problem where the Hispanic 

suspect did not undersrand EngIish. But ro the television audience. it was quite clear that 

the femde oficer did not have the situation under controi. 



Table 4.7 - Race and gender of primary police officers depicted on COPS 

White Male 
White Female 

Hispanic Male 
Hispanic Female 

Black Male 
Black Female 

ûther Male 
Other Female 

'lote: 1. Percentages may not add up to total due to rouuding. 
2. Th*-six eprsodes ( 123 individuai incidents or &) were andyzed. 
3. None of the eplsodes were re-runs. 
4. Of aii of the police officers appeariug on C M .  156 fulfiiied the aiteria for the catqoriwtion 

of 'Prhary Police Officer'. PIease refer to Methodology section for definition. 

Criminal Sus-: Race and Sex 

Many episodes of COPS tended to reinforce cmde stereorypes of crime and 

justice. particularly when it came io who the criminal was. For instance. there was a 

disproponionate representation of minonties (eg. Afican knericans and Hispanics) as 

criminai suspects: suspects were typicaliy members of ethnic groups and the 

disadvantaged classes as weil as from the socially and econornically depnved. 

Officiai crime statistics from 1 993 indicare that 3 1 percent of the arrestees were 

black while 67 percent were white (Federd Bureau of Investigation, 1994: 2 17). In the 

television resuits. however. ir was found that 44 percent of the arrestees were black while 

oniy 37 percent were white. 

Others have also noted strreocypicd portrayais of black people on television with 

respect to crime. W o z e n d  (1995: 68) found that 17 percent of the time. eveninp news 

vinials wili "show black people with drugs, even thou@ e c a n  Americans a c W y  



consume less than 20 percent of America's illegal substances. whether home-grown or 

imponed. What's show on television are inner-city ghetto scenes. cops kicking down 

doors and dragging %em" off to jail. As though "il S a black rhing, man. " " 

One could argue that by giving crime a colour or a race, this may serve to fuel 

prejudices in -4merican society. For example, "When white people do [criminal] things 

they are seen as individuals who have gone bad. When a black person does something 

itTs the whole group of people [Le. race] that is seen as bad and the crime becomes a 

'black ' crime" (Ottawa Cirken, 1 994a). 

Several of the COPS episodes focused on the problem of inner-city gangs - 

specifically black gangs. Camera crews rode around with police offices (predominantly 

white) who were members of speciaiized gang units. This tends to support Manhews and 

Young ( 1986: 159) who argue that Types of policing policies employed in depriveci 

imer-city areas serve to magnify and exaggerate the degree of involvement of black 

youngsters in Street airne and this is then periodically seizeci on by the media and 

elaborated into a concept of innate black criminality." 

In 1992, a media study conducted by the National Council of La Rara a civiI 

rights group based in Washington, D.C., found that, "Larino characten on American 

prime-rime television are four Mies more likely to be portrayed as gangsters. dmg dealers 

and other sorts of criminals than are other ethnic groups. . . . Latino characters are 

fresuently based on stereotypes. Among the findings: about 16 per cent of the L a ~ o  

characters committed crimes, compared with four per cent each by white and black 

characters" (Onma Ciken, 1994b). The study surveyed over 300 television programs 

for one month during the fdl of 1992. 
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With respect to gender. the television renifts indicate that 88 percent of pesons 

arrested on COPS were male (Table 4.8). This figure was not far off fiom official crime 

statistics from 1993 which indicated that 8 1 percent of persons arrested narionwide were 

males (Federai Bureau of Invesngatioa 1994: 21 7). Both the television shows and 

official crime statistics appear to pomay offendhg as predominandy a male activity. 

Table 1% - Race and gender of criminai suspects show on COPS 

RACE 1 GENDER 1 NUMBER I PERCENT 
TOTAL 139 I 1 00.0% 

I 1 
White Male 
White Female 

Hispanic Male 
Hispanic Female 

Black Male 
Black Female 

Other Male 
Other Female 

Note: 1. Percentages niay not add up to tord due to rounding. 
2. 'ïhirty-six episodes ( 123 individuai incidents or uses) were analyzed 
3. None of the episodes were re-nms. 
4. Of ail of the suspecu/subjects appearing on COPS. 139 fulfdled the Mteria for the 

cateoorintion of 'Suspect'. Ody criminal suspetci that were identifieci and arrested 
were included for analysis. 

5. Cases $:hertz 3 suspect %.as identifieci. but the race andior gender could not be ascernined 
due to a digital "blurring-outW of the suspect's face to protect his or her identity for wbatever 
reason. were not included in the sampfe, 

Victims: Race and Sex 

In the television resuits, it was found that almoa 56 percent of the vicrims s h o w  

on COPS were male while 44 percent were femaie (see Table 4.9). Acaial victimhtion 

statistics for 1993 also indicate that, -For every violent crime category but rape and 

sexual assaul~ victimization rates were significantly higher for males than fernales. 



Maies were twice as likely as fernales to experience robbery and aggrmted assauit" 

(Bureau of Justice Statistics, 1995: 4). 

Similady, severai crimino logical snidies have establis hed rhar "Men, especiall y 

those who are young, singe and unemployed, are at far greater risk of becoming victims 

of al1 forms of violence than are women. except for the categories of sexuai assault and 

domestic violence" (National Cornmirtee on Violence. 1990: xxiii: see also Weiner and 

Wolfgang, 1985). 

With respect to race, the 1993 National Crime Victimization S w e y  found that 

blacks were more Iikely than others to expenence both violent and properîy crimes 

(Bureau of Justice Statistics, 1995: 1 ). These rates. however. do not correspond with the 

television results which found that white victims were over-represented, making up 

almost 5 1 percent of the total victirn count on CORS compared to 26 percent for blacks. 

20 percent for Hispanics, and 3 percent for persons of other races such as Asians or 

Native Amencans (see Table 4.9). 



Table 4.9 - Race and gender of victims appearhg on COPS 

/ RACEIGENDER 1 NUMBER 
1 TOTAL 61 
I 

/ White Male 
j White Fernale 

/ Hispanic Male 
Hispanic Female I 

PERCENT 
1 OO.O"/o 

24.6% 
2 6 . s  

9.8% 
9.86/0 

21.3% 
4.9% 

O 
3.3% 

Other Male 
- Other Fernale 

Xote: 1. Percencages may not add up to toml due to rounding. 

O 
2 

2. Thiry-six episodes ( 123 individuai incidents or a&) were analyzed. 
3. Sone of the episodes were re-nios. 
4. In total. 6 1 vicrims were identifieci as the recipients of a criminai a n  

In the US., an offence is cleared by a r a  when at least one person is arrested 

charged and nuned over to the courts for prosenition. The overail clearance rate for 

incidents presented on COPS was unrealisticdIy high. Consistentiy, the investigative 

prowess of the police was demonstrated time and time again to the television audience by 

showing a suspect being apprehended in vimially every criminai incident (Table 4.10); 

incidents to which police responded were cleared or resolved over 95 percent of the time! 

Comparable data from the FBI report indicate that in 1993 police agencies nationwide 

ody recorded a ZI perccnt Crime index clearance rate (Federal Bureau of hvesugatioa 

1993: 6). 

Solution rates and the types of crime typically portrayed on COPS appear to be 

interrelateci. Magar (1995: 1 12) assens that, "Reporthg on vioIent crime makes police 



look good . . . because police solve a far higher percentage of homicides . . . than propeny 

crimes." 

Table 4.1û- Clearance / solution rates of incidents (criminal and non-criminal) shown on COPS 

/ Was the incidemt deared? Number Percent 
I Total 1 20 1 00.0% 

Yes 

Yote: T'hree (3) se-snents were not incfuded in this section The 3 segments in question 
d d t  with an inside look or g e n d  infomtion piece on a county jail and did not iavolve 
a specific incident or case per se. 

As the television results indicare. rarely did an episode end with the criminal 

perpetxator eluding police or not king apprehended And yet the television program still 

manages to build up a great deai of suspense and tension. According to Allen ( l9W: 71), 

this high level of suspense could be due to a nurnber of reasons. First, each incident is a 

self-conrained episode. The suspects, victims, and police officers appearing on COPS are 

not "reguiars" on the show and the television audience has no expectation of seeing hem 

again in next week's episode. Secondly, COPS capitalizes on the fact that everything is 

filmed as it happens. Nanirally, knowîng that a panicuiar incident r e d y  happened and 

that the people are reai makes the peril and the &es al1 that much higher than they 

wodd be in an overtly fictional dramatization. 

Perhaps television shows like COPS endeavour to l ave  viewers with a feeling 

that justice has been serve& At the c 1 ~  of any paticuIar episode, the suspect is caught 

and h a n d d e d  thus Ieaving the viewer Mth a sense of relief - justice has prevailed 

once again. Capture (and one can only assume conviction and punishment ai11 follow?) 

of the suspect is the television audience3 reward- Even though television viewers can be 



reasonably confident as to the outcome of a particular incident - Le. the bad guy will be 

apprehended by police - viewers still look with anticipation to the "closure" of an 

incident. 

As stated elsewhere. the television images of crime and justice depicted on COPS 

hardly represent an overall p i c m  of a justice system lenient or "sofi" on crime. Perhaps 

the law enforcement agencies appearing on the television program hope that some kind of 

deterrent effect will come out of these images. Since the television shows have close to 

100% solution rates, they may be senduig a message to would-be criminals chat there is a 

very good chance tbat they will be caught should they decide to commit a crime - crime 

doesn't pay. Perhaps another message k ing  direcred at the general public and funding 

agencies is that tax dollars are k i n g  well-spent and that the police are doing an excellent 

job fighting crime. This is mereiy spefulation, however; M e r  research will be required 

in this area. 

Having a near one-hundred percent solution rate on television can potentiaily have 

negative implications in reai-life. For insrance. television viewers may come to expect 

too much of their own local police department That is, the public may have unusually 

hi& and unredistic expectations, eg. 100Y0 clearance rates, solving crimes in record 

time, etc. 

Similarly, poruaying police officers as "super-tops'* is not very redistic. Police 

officers are only human. .bd, as we ail know, human beings are not infdlibie and do, 

h m  time to time, rnake mistakes or erron in jud-ment (something rarely seen on COPS, 

except when it came to porrraying f e d e  officers). For example, police officers in r d -  

Life do sometimes arrest the wrong person: police officers do sornetimes get the facts 



mixed up: police officers do sometimes receive fat@ information fiom confidentid 

infamants and snitches: police officers do sometimes base decisions on faulty 

assumptions; police officers do somehes botch investigations; police officers do 

sometimes bungie h g  raids due to poor intelligence reports or Iack of tactical planning. 



v 

DISCUSSION 



Car Chases vs. Paper Chases: Capturina the Television Viewer's Attention 

Routine and mundane tasks such as completing incident reports, filing paperwok 

general patrol dury, foot parrols, surveillance, public educaion programs, and the like, 

were either given linle considerauon or left out entirely in the various episodes of COPS. 

Many police oficers would agree that complethg paperwork and reports can be 

tedious and boring, to say the leas. Some studies indicare that officers spend as much as 

one-third of rheir time filling-out paperwork ( k ~ e t t  and Lupton. 1992; Tarling, 1988). 

This kind of task is an essential component of daily police work for officers across the 

U.S. -a fact of life thar is not presented in the "reali-based" television police shows 

analyed in this study. 

Similarly, issuing tickets for speeding and parking infractions is an everyday 

occurrence for the majority of police officers in the United States. In not one episode did 

it show a police officer pulling someone over for speeding. Again, this should not come 

as a great surprise since rhis type of incident is not dramatic and does not make for 

exciting television viewing. 

As stated in the previous chapter. corporate or "white-collai' crimes were 

virtuaIly ignore& 1 suppose this should not come as a big surprise since a police 

investigator or forensic accountant going through boxes of financial records. for example. 

is not exactly exciting nor enteRaining for the majority of the television audience. It is 

excitement, drama, and sensationdimi offered by car chases and shoot-outs that get the 

viewing audience's attention and maintain its interest. 



Extraordinarv Incidents vs. "Routine" Calls 

The relevision fmdings indicare that extraordinary or unusual cases appeared to be 

emphasized much more than routine calls for police assistance. trafic accidents. etc. (see 

Table 4.1). As a resulf this xnisrepresents or distorts the essence of what police work is 

fundamentally al1 about. 

A significant proporticn of the totai incidents shown were of a bizarre narure. 

Even though some of these incidents may have portxayed the lighter or humorous side of 

police work, they are far fiom king typical incidents that police offices across the US. 

encounter on a daily basis. One episode, for example, feanired an assault suspect who 

liked to Wear women's clothing, another incident showed police officers being called in 

the middle of the night to round-up a cow sitthg in thz rniddle of a road. 

Police Work Portraved as Danaerous 

From the statements made by many of the police officers appearing on COPS. 

television viewers learn that police work can be a dangerous job: 

"ln order to sunive out here. o u  gotta be alen. I S scary To be perfectlv honnest with 
o u .  -ou never how. *' Officer Ken Storch, Aurora Police Department, 

"Todq, we have 19- and 27-year-old Iàds running around our here with an L5  with a 
20- or 30-round clip. " Officer Hank Glenn, Philadelphia Police Department 

"May of our police officers have been] . . . marked for death &y these gangs. " Deputy 
Hank Valencia, San Bernardino C o u q  Sheriff s Deparment. 

"*Every warrant LF dangerous because of the wknoicn You have no idea what S behind 
the door which makes rhe wknown the hardest pan of the job. " Sergeant Ed Logan. 
Philadelphia Police Department. 

"ntere was a rime not too long ago where there was so much trouble at rhar pam-cular 
siore. ihey wouldn 1 let one mo-rnan car go there alone. Whenever one [car] )t'ml th- 
had to send anorher one anpime t h e  t i * a  an assignment in that gmeral area. Just 
because a [ot of things had Zeaked out about threats on policemen and a lot of weapons 



Joaring around wirh rhe people who were hanging around the store." Ofiker James 
Luby, Cleveland Police Depamnent. 

**.A [or of gzimho~~. a iot of assaulf~. a lot oj-shoorings. a lot of stubbings. nie night is 
still eark zoo. " Sergeant James Boone, Philadelphia Police Deparcment. 

"lr 's whar we cal1 high-rirk Street parroi- " Officer Man Smith, Forth Worth Police 
Depament. 

" You never h o w  what you 're gerting inro. " Master Patroi Oficer Kenneth Elkins. 
Nashville Metropdi tan Police Department. 

"He [suspect] wanred ro kill me. He would 've killed me ifhe could have. " Officer Nick 
Rogea. Denver Police Department. 

" You 've gor Four safev ro wony about . . . " Oficer Rick Benson. Fon Worth Police 
Department. 

"Any rime that I see rhose surpicious rnovemenu and get control of the weapon and ger 
controi of the situation without getting hun. I feel good because i feel like I pa«ed 
another test. .And me? rime I p m  a test. thnr means Iger to go home the nert moming. " 
Oficer M a n  Smith, Fort Worth Poiice Departmenf- 

"This guy [suspect] didn 'r men rhink mice - tries ro ta& a cop S gun - whur a grear 
g- " Officer Dan O'Shea, Denver Police Department. 

" We @ve losr a founh oflcer about a month ago. Now we 've losr two Arlingfon oflcers. 
And I don 5 wanr ro !ose any of y'all. Eveybodv 's stil2 here tonight. thar S what I wanr to 
see the nert tirne we ger rogerher. I wanr ro see evevone here. . . . I wanrou to be d a m  
carefzd out thme because I wanr ail of o u  back " Constable Mike Honeycun. Tarrant 
County Constable's Office. 

"These chases are gening huinèr and h a i n k  " Officer Gary Mullins, Cleveland Police 
de part men^ 

**In England. we don 'r cany any kind of weapon. So, now I've done the job in law 
enfrcemenr with a weapon and without a weapon. And I thid- now rhar I've seen both 
sides, I've seen that peopZe preny much have the same kind of probiems throughout the 
wor!d and wirh crime growing the way it ir. I don *t think I would l i k  to go bock now [to 
England] and do rhis same job in law enforcernent >vithout cunying a sideam " O fficer 
Gina Hayes. Sanamento Police Deparmient 

"You never know homes fike rhese. You have so mam> people. you c m  't tvaich 
eve&odv- R lot of n'mes they'll corne out with u gun and it onlv tokes a second." 
Officer James Luby. Cleveland Police Department. 



"lt 's j u s  Xind of eerie sornerimes in the dark. not knowing what S behind o u  or around 
o u  and just having to go slow around each corner. We got the guv in curro- and none 
of us [police O f icea]  got hurt and that i the imporrant thing. We 're oli going home 
ronight. " Deputy Rob Wickum. San Bernardino County Sheriff s Department. 

"We h o w  rhar people out here can hun us and we h o w  thot people out here somerimes 
icould like to hun us. " Officer Rick Benson. Fon Wonh Police Depamnent. 

Police officers appearing on COPS would have viewen believe that because of 

the nanue of police w o k  it is o h  hught  with danger. They argue that domestic 

violence incidents. for example, can be very unpredictable and ris&. However, "research 

indicates that this is not me. . . . p]olice rarely have to intervene physically" (Bayley. 

Through their sutements and comments. some of the police officers appearing on 

CUPS maintain that the chances are very high that a police oficer would be shot in the 

"[I have b e n ]  . . . involved in some shootings where fellow oficers were killed . . . " 
Master Patrol Oficer Jim Stephens, Nashville Metropditan Police Department. 

"HopefUl[ï. . . [my death] wili be of nantral causes and norfrom somebody shooting me 
in the head or sornething. " Serseant Tm Eiiis, Fon Worth Police Department. 

"Y believe it war October 1969 and I uitirnateb gor hired Ni Denver in 1978 and nty wife 
Debora got hired on Aurora P.D. . . . Nt 1980. Debora was W e d  in a line of du- 
shooting. A couple of month a m  thar. I gor shot on the job here in Denver . . . " 
OEcer Bill Snyder. Denver Police Department. 

However, statistical evidence indicares that an officer's risk of becoming the 

victim of homicide is Iess than that of losing his or her life in a nonduîy related trafKc 

accident. For example, one intemai departmental study found that the greatest threat to 

Yew York City's 3 1,000 fank-and-file police officen doesn't corne tiom dangerous 

situations involvïng criminafs with guns. hnically, the biggest k t  cornes h m  the 



officers themselves by way of their poor driving skills! in 1993. 1.230 New York officers 

were injured in car accidents, compared to only 20 hun in shootings (Ottawa Citizen. 

19944. The NYPD may not be representative of al1 law enforcement agencies in the 

United States. but the problems confronted by them are cenainly spical of the police 

problems facing many depamnents across the nation. 

Police Work Portraved as Excitina and Rewardina 

Generally, the various COPS episodes pomayed police work as very interesting, 

exciting, and rewarding. This point is consistently demonstrated by the large number of 

high-speed pursuits and foot-chases rhat occurred. 

Some statements made by police officers on the show include the following: 

"'Five minutes am roll-callv [we] gel »ito a pursuire [we] gel inro a [foot]chasev [and 
we] capture rhe bnd guy- " Officer Bob Rose, Cleveland Police Department. 

"Ir i [police work] sankfing- It S rewarding. it geu in o u r  blood. There Sjust nothing 
like catching the badgrw " Officer Man Smith, Fon Worth Police Deparment. 

"It was NtteresRng. Every call you went on was a surprise . . . . There i never a dull 
moment- " Officer Rick Benson, Fon Worth Police Deparment. 

'Y had fo f i r d  a new source of adrenahe. a onew source of ercitement [refening to 
policing as an exc ihg  new career choice for him]. " Officer Fred Doughty, Olympia 
Police Deparcment. 

"*Ir 's never rhe same every d v .  " Sergeanr Ed Logan, Philadelphia Police Departrnent 

"'1 w u  jusr into the chase [of a suspect], man I was having a good tinte. " Officer Dan 
O'Shea Denver Police Department 

"1 just love the work Ir's great work " Depuy Scon Jacobs, Sacramento County 
Sheriff s Deparmient 

''ï?zat '.Y rhe fWt pan of police work - when you catch rhem [the suspect]. " Officer 
Ralph Suarez, Miami Police Department 



"It @es you a good sense of accomplishment d e n  o u  take a gun off the Street." 
Officer King Harris. Philadelphia Police Depamnent. 

" The good thing about this job tk thar whm o u  m a k  an amest l i k  thar - wherher ir i a 
gun or robbev or th@ - it makes your day and ir makes o u  feel good inside. " Officer 
Walter Rice. Philadelphia Police Department. 

"BaFically, I gor inro the job becawe of the erciremenr of il. Ir's not routine. [It's] 
somerhing difirent every day and nor working in an offce. '* Deputy Rick Roelle, San 
Bernardino County Shenff s Deparment- 

T v e  alwavs wanted a job with a uniform. 1 wenr into other areas in the cidian side of 
society and worked in rny degree areas and didn 't seem to like iî becaure you didn 't have 
any a d m l i n e  pump at all. But out here o u  c m  get into a chase righr quick and you 
con gel another cal1 and that can change and take o u  into a lull where you run into a kid 
who 5 super sick. or in critical condinon. or hm been shot with a gun - t h  k ymr  lu[[. 

You get bock out here. and ger another cal2 and o u  got a burglnr running out of the 
house. " Officer Bill Daniels, Fort Worth Police Department, 

"mis badge is Iike an E-ticket to Disneyland. And I intend to ride evev ride in the park 
It 's @lice work] a ball. " Officer Dan O'Shea, Denver Police Deparment. 

Bayley (1994: 13) argues that, '7t is human nature to mess the excihg pans of 

one's work Most jobs are boring in p q  but few people define their work in tems of 

those periods. Police officers . . . naturafly dwell on the purposeful, adventuresome side 

of their job. They tend to ma@@ the time ven t  a d l y  'bghting crime." It is hard for 

thern to admit that they often simply drive around [and wait for something to happen]." 

Perce~tions of JobRelated Stress 

Many officers spoke about responding ro calls where their hearts would be 

pounding and adrenaiine pumping through their v e k :  

'Some people rhnve on stress. I rrhnrk I am one of those people. It keps  me make. " 
Officer Man Smith, Fon Worth Police Depanment 

"That's adrenaline rush, It srnach o u  in the forehead Zike a rock" Depus. Shawn 
McDonaid, Pierce County Sheriff s Departmenr 



"The adrenaline rhat we erperience. the adremline m h .  is almost like a dmg. m e n  
o u  get into something [a cal11 o u  ger a NO or three-minure adrenaline rush and when 
ir S over and o u  catch your breath and have a cold drink, o u  go out and you stan 
looking again. o u  wanr fo find somebody else. o u  want to get into anorher deal. And 
men though you h o w  it 's dangerous. and men though o u  i e  scared. o u  know there 5 
fear going through o w  sysrem. o u  want to get into ir  again. because o u  wmt to have 
t h  feeling [adrenaline hi&] again. " Officer Rick Bensoa Fort Worth Police 
Department. 

Rarely, however was there any discussion about occupationai stress. Research 

smdies indicate that the many consequences of stress include lack of job satisfaction. 

burnout. physical symptoms, and suicide (see Hillas and Cox, 1986; Jones 1989: Snow 

1990). The nature of police work. the prevalence of stress-related disorders. and the 

relationship between peaonality and the dynamics of the way in which stress is 

rnanifested were not considered at any great Iength. 

Police officers who use deadiy force in die line of duty, for example, can sufler in 

many ways including physically, psychologically and/or ernotionaily. Reactions to a 

îraumatic incident such as a shooting can be immediare and long-tenn. The television 

audience does not get to see and hear this human component or Milnerable side of 

policing. 

Pressures due to nich things as family commitments. Ume constraïnts handed 

d o m  by superion to solve cases, and the chdIenge of juggling severai investigations 

were issues that were never brought up on COPS. 

Social Censures 

Perhaps CûPS and television shows like it serve to stimdate the television 

audience's consciousness of the need to censure and 'crack down' on crime. In tum, this 



may lead to support of 'get tough' policies to combat crime. Indeed the mass media have 

been nororious for stoking the fm of punitiveness (Sumner, 1990: 18). 

Sumner (1990: 27) argues that "Censures are used for a variety of purposes and in 

a variety of conzexts. . . . Their general function is to signify. denounce and regdate, not 

to expiain. Their rypical consequence is nat an adequate account of a social conflict but 

rather the distinguishing of 'offenders' from 'non-offenders', the creation of resenmient 

in their targets, or the cessation of the offensive matter. They mark the deviant, the 

pathological, the dangerou and the criminal from the nomal and the good. They say 

'stop', and are tied to a desire to controi, prevent or punish." 

If one were to step back for a moment and really take a hard look at the content of 

the various CORS episodes and the way in which the subject matter is presented, one 

could probably come to the conclusion that these censures are clearly moral and political 

in charmer. Because these censures "simplify wonh and correcmess agakm m n g  and 

danger, they simultaneously form a justification for repressive action against the offender 

and for attempts to educate the recipient [Le. the television viewer] into the desired habits 

or way of life. . . . Nuts. sluts, pervercs, prostitutes. . . . murderes. psychopaths, villains. 

freaks, . . . mublemakers, militants, rnuggers, notes, squatters. and scroungers are ail 

social censures with the potential to mobilize the forces of law. order and mord purity 

against target sections of the population" (Sumner. 1 990: 27). 

Social Polarïzations: Good Guvs vs. Bad Guvs 

Duaiistic notions of nght and wrong, non-cnminal 
- * 

and criminal behaviour, and 

order and chaos, were subtly presented throughout the television program. From 

watching the various television episodes, one is Iefi with the distinct impression that the 



police regard rhemselves as the rhin blue line - the last line of defense standing between 

law-abiding citizens and the criminal elexnent 

"ln r e m  of being a police oficer. my goal is ro protect the public and mainrizin Im and 
order. *' Corporal Lomy Arnold, King County Police Department. 

"lhis i.s my hornerown. ~ y v  goal is to keep it safe . " Oficer Fred Doughty, Olympia 
Police Department. 

Not surprisingly, it was the police (in conjunction with the executive producers of 

CORS) who set the boudaries and defined what was deemed to be acceptable behaviour 

in the community and what was not. 

Mernbers of the television audience can easily figure out who the protagonists are 

on the show. From the beginning of each segment, it was quite apparent who the good 

guys were and who the bad guys were. In reality, however, detemiining who the so-cailed 

'bad guys' are is obviousiy a much more complicated affair (Stem, 1990: 70). in the 

"real" wodd, everything is not so black-and-white - there are many gray areas. 

For instance, someùmes the fine line that demamites the 'good guys' and the 'bad 

guys' becomes blurred (e.g. crooked cops). LnteresUngly, the various episodes gave no 

mention of Professional Standards or Interna1 Affairs units within police organizations. 

in fact there was no mention of police impropriety wtsoever. The topic of police 

corruption and rnisconduct wiIl be discussed in greater detail in a Iater section. 

Both the media and the criminal justice system often deai with mord principles 

through techniques of individudization and p e r s o ~ t i o n  (e.g. moral-character 

portraits). "The emphasis on individual morality is not only a ciramatic technique for 

presentÎng . . . stories as  serial narratives . . . but dso a politicai means of allocatîng 

responsïbiliv for actions and attrïbuting accomtability. Momver. in law enforcement, 



as in news. personalization combined with an event-orientation 'produces the appearance 

. . . that troublesome persons rather rhan troublesome social structures are at fault. . . . By 

individudiMg problems on a case-by-case basis. the news and law d e  out systemic and 

structural accounts that might question the authoriry of culniral values. the state. and the 

news and legai institutions themselves" (Surene, 1990: 8). 

The simplistic dichotomy of good and evil was presented to encourage viewers to 

distinguish between two basic groups of people: those who break the law and those who 

obey il. An 'us' versus 'them' mentality was a comrnon theme throughout many of the 

episodes. This presentation works to the advantage of the police since most viewers 

wouid likely come down on the side of law-abiding and wodd thus go on to identiQ with 

the police. In fact, many of the episodes anempted to foster a sympathetic, affective 

Rsponse in the television audience towards what is typicdly seen as dangerou work 

requiring heroic effort. 

A Disreclard of the Root "Causes" of Crime 

The various episodes of COPS typicdly ignored the wider social issues at work 

behind crime such as poveny and unemployrnent Of particdar concem here is the point 

that the television show tends to frame crime and justice issues in narrow terms. 

Some people believe that criminal behaviour is freely chosen while others argue 

that ir is caused or influenced by extemal factors. ;\s eluded to earlier, the television 

show treated the issue of crime as predatoy in nam and "rooted more in individual 

failure rhan in social ills" (Surette. 1992: 24). The following were some of the comments 

made on program: 



**He i a criminal. He S nol sorneboùy wirh principles. He i j u s  a ciminal. " Deputy 
h d y  Estes. Pierce Country Sheriff s Department. 

"[The suspect] . . . has no conscience aboui whar he S doing . . . *' Depuy Hank 
Valencia, San Bernardino County Sheriff s Dqamnent. 

Rarely was there any discussion of extemai social forces at work with respect to 

crime. There was a lack of recognition that if there is to be mie cnme prevention. then. 

one m u t  artack the root causes such as poverty? lack of education unemployment, and 

other social ilis. 

In fact, a focus on the broader range of social problems that underlie incidents of 

cnme in America was not explored to any extent in the television police shows. ïhere 

was virnially no discussion of such important issues as dmg, access to guns. joblessness. 

hadequate housing, or television violence. Crime and other social issues are more 

complex than the television show is letting on. Hence, a proper understanding of crime 

(and ultimately, of the means for its control) requires an awareness of the variety and 

complexity of contributing factors of crime. 

Police Officers Profiled on COPS 

It would be interesMg to h d  out how these officers came to appear on COPS to 

represent their respective police departmem. Were they randomly selected? Were they 

selected by their deparment's top brass? Were they recommended by a supervisor or 

their peers? Were they seleaed on the bais of their repuration for being professional and 

well-spoken? What kind of briefing, if any, did the officers get before the camera started 

roiling? Were they instnraed by their s u p e ~ s o a  on what they could or could not say? 

Were the police officers dowed to speak what was on their min& (whearsed and 



impromptu) or were they prepped in some way by supeMsors on what to say and how to 

act? 

Anorher intereshg finding was the fact that the majority of COPS episodes only 

showed rank-and-file police officers at the street levei. i.e. pauol officers and sergeants. 

In rare instances. a lieutenant may have made a brief appearance 10 offer guidance at the 

scene of a crime. The television audience does not get to hear from senior police 

managers such as Captains, Cornmanders. or Chiefs of Police. In addition, it was a rare 

occurrence for a rookie police officer to appear on COPS; veterans with several years of 

sueet-expenence under their belts were typicdly shown. 

Front-Staae vs. Back-Staae Behaviour 

The way that police offices acted and carried themselves in front of the camera 

may not necessarily be typicai of the way they usuaily acr. Their positive actions and 

professional demeanor may have been dispiayed for the benefit of the television audience. 

Indeed, some of the officers may have taîlored their behaviours. actions, and statements to 

confonn to media expectations. 

This shouid not corne as a surprise to the reader. .As Rosenberg (1993: 108) 

assens, *& . . . who among us wodd not become an actor when in the presence of a TV 

ounera close enough to record every facial tic? Some early scenes h m  COPS serve as 

examples, inciuding one where the camera closed tight on a Fionda sheriffs deputy 

kissing his wife after a day at the office, another where a male officer proposed to a 

fernale officer on a boat in a lake. Not purting on a bit for the lem? And wouldn'r a 

camera practicalIy sirting on their noses aiter the behavior of participants on both sides in 

a police interrogation. . . " 



We know that. "specific types of behavior are expected of people in specific 

social d e s  and places. Front-stage behavior is formal, planned behavior perfomed in 

professionai and public senings. Such behavior is designed for public observation by a 

specific audience. . . ." (Surette, 1 992: 1 O). 

One is not likely to observe the television show exposing the back-stage behavior 

of police officers. Essentidly, the executive producers do not want to bite the hand that 

feeds them. Without the cooperation of the police. there would be no show. 

With respect to criminai suspects. one may wonder why suspects ailow 

themselves to be s h o w  on national television in what is rypically an unfiattering 

depiction? The television show's executive producer John Langley States that it probably 

has something to do with " . . . fame or immortality [which could aiso apply to some of 

the police officers appearing on COPS], or to have a videotape to claim innocence . . ." 

(Brooks and Marsh. 1995: 214). More than 50 percent of suspects caught on film signed 

the required release while othen who were s h o w  appeared with their faces elecmnicaily 

obscured to protect their identiry (Brooks and Marsh, 1 995: 2 14). 

Absence of Criminal Justice Partners and Other Professional Colleaaues 

Mer watching 36 episodes, one is lefi with the impression that the police regard 

themselves as the sole agency for preventing and combating crime. Social workers, 

teachers, judges, lawyen, probation officers, youth couaseUon. etc., were given very 

linle, if any, consideration. 

In real life, the police rareiy work alone. For example, they ofien require the 

cooperation and expertise of others to help solve crimes. Other professional coiieagues 

such as pathologists. medical examiners, p hysical anhpologists. serologists. biologists. 



entomologists, forensic technicians. criminologisrs, criminalists. social workers, 

psychologists. psychiatrists, medical docton. and the like, were lefi out altogether. These 

experts do not appear to be part of the equation. 

Even in the special homicide episode of COPS. civilian experts were conveniently 

omirred. This seems unusual since pathologists. for example, can assist the police in 

determining such things as cause of deatà approximate time of death, nature of the 

assault, type of weapon use& and the physicai characteristics of the perpetrator. 

Some of the police officen appearing on COPS voiced their criticisms with 

respect to other components of the American criminal justice system. For instance. they 

viewed judges and the corn system as king far too lenient on criminals. Some of their 

fnisnations are noted in the following sutemens: 

" . . . r h q  [suspects] have been through thejuvenite q s e m  repearedtv -a revolving 
door -dap on rhe wrist, slap on the wrist. " Officer Man Smith, Fort Worth Police 
Department. 

*' . . . l m  getting tired of scufling with the same g- eve? t h e  and the [court] sysrern is 
not ruking cure of him " K-9 Officer Mark Shannon, Pomona Police Deparment. 

"It 's End of crazz. This is about rdiar. the third time in two months we 've had contact 
with him [suspect]. " Corporal Joe Wdtman. Pomona Police Department. 

" Wly he S [suspect] not put a w q  for a long time. hopeful!v now th& tirne LÎ going ro do 
i t  " K-9 Officer Mark Shannon. Pomona Police Depanment. 

**He 's [suspect] been arrested 38 rimes for being d m k  public inroxicarion. . . . What a 
wusre of tmpqers ' mon- " Officer George Seroka, Cleveland Police Depanment 

".4fter a criminuI h m  been arrested or he S going through the judicial ?stem. rhe jwy. 
the judge, prem, much anybodv that has to muke decirons. have as much time us th- 
need ro make those decisions whereas while o u  i e  out on rhe srreet. o u  've got ro make 
decLFi4n.s in @il-seconds thnt can affect o w  /if, that c m  affecr the citizen's lif, rhut 
can affect rhe ncrpect 's l i f .  " Corporai Joe Walmian, Pomona Police Depanment. 



" m a t  fncstrares me the mosr on th& job is dealing with some of rhese juveniles who 
commit serious crimes againsr people and are releared and back out on the sneet before 
we can even finish our papenvork ntar S the ulrimate in fiZrsiraiion on thtr job is whrn 
someone can commit a crime and before the police can even finish rhe papenvork thar 
h a  to be done. ihat person >vil1 be back on the sireet. ntar 's fiusiraring. *' Officer Me1 
G o d e s ,  CIeve [and Police Department. 

With respect to topics such as crime. criminals. and criminai behaviour. it is only 

the view of the police which seems to maner. They are a major. if not ihe sole. 

authontative source of information about crime. With respect to incidents responded to 

by police on the television show, they are the sole definers of what happened and why it 

happened. Academics were never uulized to explore the broader. underlying societal 

issues behind crime and violence. 

in the last decade or so, some joumalists covering crime stories have k e n  dubbed 

"crime specialists." Suddenly everyone is a criminologist or an expert on crime. In the 

same way, the police appearing on "reality-based" television police shgws like COPS are 

passing themselves off as so-called experts. They rely solely on their knowledge and 

experience and never seek out the opinion of other "be~perts'T such as academics or other 

practitionea working within the criminal justice sysrem. 

The police are show 'Kghtingv and "solving" crime ail by themselves. It is well 

established that the police m o t  do it alone (see Bayley, 1994). They ofien require 

assistance fiom other agencies and professionals. and more imporrandy, the cornmuni. 

Parmerships and cooperation with the communiry (e-g. community-based policing 

programs) and other agencies appeared to be lacking in the various television episodes. 

In addition, police were rarely shown working side-by-side with ftre and emergency 

personnel. 



While it seems to be in the shon-term interest of the police to report their "great 

accornplishments" with respect to fighting crime. this too perpeniates our crime problem 

by s e ~ n g  as a barrier to long-tem solutions. What kind of impact are the police reaily 

having on the crime siniauon in the United States? Short-term goals are emphasized 

rather then long-term consequences. 

Aicohol and Druas 

in many of the COPS episodes. alcohol appeared to play a major role in many of 

the criminai incidents. especially the ones involving violence. The following sratements 

made by police officen appearing on the television show are good examples: 

**Unfoom<ate~v. we have a Iarge population of people that Iove to drink up here in the 
high deren and they ako  love gum. Just add akohol and o u  get an imtant jerk " 
Deputy Rick Roelle, San Bernardino Counry Shenff s Department. 

"Here 5 a guy that 's jus[ dmnk He doesn 't know what S going on. he S prone zo get mad 
e q  and he Sflashing this gun around these linle girls" Officer J.K Jacoby, Fort Worth 
Police Department. 

"He S [break-and-enter suspect] got about a nine-tenths empty 12 pack of beer in the 
fronr [of his truck] so he S intoxicated. P l u  tha 've  [fellow officers] detennined thal 
he's probablv intoxicated ivhich didn 't help to hir abiliy to rationalke the situation." 
Officer Rick Benson, Fon Worth Police Department. 

However, to state or imply thar "drugs cause violence" is an oversimplification. 

"The effect of a dmg on an individual's behaviour is the product of a range of dmg and 

non-dnig factors which include the phannacologicai properties of the substance in 

question, the individual's neurulogical foundation, personality and temperament his or 

her expectations of the h g ' s  effects, and the social sening in which the individual is 

located" (National Cornmittee on Violence, I W O :  xxv). 



hdeed, a strong association exists between aIcohol, for instance, and violent 

behaviour. But the relationship is a complex one whereby many psychological. social and 

cultural factors corne into play. 

How "Realitv-Based" T.V. Shows Are Made 

EdiMg and production techniques, selection of incidents. etc-. are al1 crucial to 

the understanding of why "reaiity-based" television shows iike COPS pomay crime and 

policing the way that they do. How these shows present information is just as important 

as whar they present- Because as we al1 how, dthough the media, .-. . . coilectively 

constitue a major force in society. rhey are more ofien driven by pusines and] 

organizationai needs than by political ideologies" (Surette, 1992: 3). As Ericson (199 1 : 

219) correctly points out, "The mass media do not merely report on events but rather 

participate directiy in processes by which events are constituted and exist in the world." 

With this in mina Reiner (1992: 173) contends that, "The key to understanding 

the content of the media is knowledge of the organisational dynamics, ideology and 

professionai imperatives of the productive personnel and institutions" (see also Ericson eî 

al.. 1987, 1989, 1991). 

In a tell-al1 anicle that appeared in the November 1993 issue of HarperS 

Magazine, a former story anaiyst with the "reaiity-based" television police show 

dmerican Detective provides the reader with an insider's view. revealing how these types 

of shows are edited and produced Some people might question the ex-dyst 's  motives 

for coming forth and exposing so-called "reality-based" television programming- 

Whatever her motive or agenda the article does provide the reader with %de secrets" 

and invaiuable information about what acnially goes on behind-the-scenes. It should be 



noted that the statements made in her article were corroborated by some footap h m  

rlrnerican Derecrive, which appeared on a CTV svening news broadcast during die winter 

of 1993. 

Huge amounts of raw footage are shot each week at predetexmined locations 

across the United States. However, only a small percentage of the selected segments 

actuaily make it past the cutting-room floor stage. It is not unheard of for camera crews 

to go out and shoot one hundred 20-minute videotapes to get a mere twenty-two minutes 

of actuai broadcast material (Brooks and Marsh, 1995: 3 14). O'Sullivan et al. (1 994: 

108) also note that, "With a shooting ratio of up to fifty hours of recorded video to one 

hour broadcast, the onus is on the editor to generate as much dramatic interest and 

entenainment as  possible." According to Se@ (1993: 50)' it is the story anaiyst's job to 

"scrutinize each . . . tape second by second, and make a running log of every vinid and 

auditory element that can be used to 'mateT a story." 

At the beghing of each episode of American Derecrive, the following words 

appear across the viewer's television screen at home: "Whar o u  are about 2 0  see Ls real. 

There are no re-creations. Everyrhing was filmed while if acnraI& happened. *' A similar 

clairn is made at the be-g of each COPS episode. These staternents appearing at the 

outset of every episode are not enùrply accurate because what members of the television 

audience are not toid is that each segment is scrutinized, dissecteci, edited and 

manipdated for maximum dramatic and seasattionaIistic effect. 

Futliermore, the audience does not get to see the scenes which are considered by 

the show3 producers. according to Seagal (1993: 551, as -tao much reaii- for d i t y -  

based T.V." In one particular instance, scenes which show White police officers using 



unnecessary. excessive physical force during the arresr of two yung Hispanic male 

suspects were conveniently taken out during the editing process. in the final version 

which went to air. the television audience got to see a "clean bust." Ir is impoitant to note 

here that the CûfS production team provides participating police depamnents with al1 

tapes of incidents that are filmed (Stites, 1990: 33). 

With respect to COPS, one begins to wonder whether at any time the camera was 

tumed off so not to rrnbarrass or expose police doing somerhing unethical, unprofessional 

and/or illegal. As was found in Sherizen's (1  978: 2 13) study, news reporters greatly 

"depend upon their relationship with the police to such an extent that they are unable to 

report about the police when mistakes are made. when corruption is fiund, or when the 

crime fighters' image is not fulfilled." The same can be said for the relationship between 

the police and the executive producers, story editors, and camera crews of COPS. The 

television show's access to the police is w t e d  on the undersmnding that they will not 

reveal anything that would be detrimentai to the police image. 

Another ~~11-kept  trade secret consists of a compendium of miscellaneous images 

and sounds such as _gus. interior house shots. dmp, etc.. which are compiled and stored 

for use on future episodes. "This compendium is used to embellish stories where crxtain 

images or sounds have not been picked up by a main or secondary camerê . . . Evidently 

the 'reality' of a @en episode is subject to enhancement" (Se@, 1993: 51). So much 

for the television show's claim that everything is filmed while it acnidly happas! 

Many unnispecùng tiewers may not be aware that many aspects of %di-  

based" television shows like COPS are o f h  manipuiated or even fabricated, Raw 

foorage is scrutinked. scenes are cut and spticed, and sounds/tisuais are o h  insened to 



"enhance" the shot. Producers and story editors, "reassemble what the carnera records to 

convey what they judge to be the mie meaning of events. It is only a step away from 

rhese necessary steps of selection and editing to a radical reconstruction thar incorporates 

what the camem never caught at dl" (Bogart. 1995: 189). in essence. the final product 

becomes what the show's producers and editon regard as an entertaining account of 

events. and not necessari1 y a tme or accurate reflection of what actually happened. 

Television's penchant for distorting reality through the selective focus of the 

camera Lens is we11-documenteci. "The limited horizon of the television camera has a 

selecrive and therefore a distorting effect in its depiction of reality. Television imposes 

technical requirements that put grear power into the han& of those who light. shoot and 

edit film. zZn instrument in hurnan hands, the camera can make the unimportant seem 

dramatic and vice versa or make the simple appear cornplex. . . . A similar process of 

conaol occurs in the editing process. which reconstinites what the camera has acnially 

recorded" (Bogart. 1995: 190). 

The repertoire of many "reali-based" television shows consists of. among other 

thing, ". . . nicks of anful juictaposition. Documentarists distinguish good _mi- and bad 

guys through timing, placing sequences. splicing tape, [and] using close-ups. . . . .More 

like artïsts than joumalists. they manipulate images to arouse the rmotions of the 

audiencew (Bogart. 1995: 190). 

COPS utilizes several production techniques that add a certain levei of 

personalization to the show. Close-ups of officers while they ralk about their 

backgrounds, how chey p t  into police work etcl ocamed in every episode. By the end 



of the segment. the television audience is able ro relate to the police and empathize with 

them with respect to the dilemmas police officers face on a daily basis. 

At fitint glance. "reality-based" television programming gives the appearance (or 

illusion) of neutrality. Irs journalistic "news" fonnat (minus the news anchor's 

commenrary in the background) contributes to this perception. After all. they are filming 

everything as it happens. right? As we have heard so far. this appears not to be the case. 

The world that unfolds on our television screens is in fact only one ^version" or 

perspective of reality. Television producen are able to get and keep the anenPon of 

unsuspecting audiences "through careful and clever packaging" of television prograrns 

(Rushkoff. 1996: 7). 

Low Production Costs 

"Reality-baseci" television programs like COPS and American Derective are 

relatively inexpensive to make, which rnakes h e m  al1 the more attractive to the major 

.Amencan television nenvorks. As Seagal (1993: 5 1) points out, "why create an elaborate 

car-chase sequence costing tens of thousands of dollars a minute when a crew with a 

coupIe of video cameras can ride dong wîth the cops and get the 'reai' thing?" There is 

no need to do re-creations wirh actors, f q  wardrobes, expensive sets and props. specid 

effects, or snint men. As a result production costs remairi fairly cheap. 

Video Technolocrv: Seeina Is Believing? 

"Technology and media cheerkaders argue that tools and medium [of 

communication] are neuaal. It is mie that any technique can be used for good or ill" 

(Surette. 1990: xiv). However. the new uses of the media as dernonstrated by shows like 



Amencan Detecrive. COPS, L.A.P.D.. and Real Stones of the Highwqv Parrd raise 

important issues about 'tnith'. 

One must bear in mind that while the intended effecr of "redi-based" television 

programming is to make the audience believe that they are wimesses to reality "reaiitf' 

is always inferenrial. The "realicy" presented is actuaily the resulr of a process in which 

the television show's executive producers. editors. etc.. have necessarily gone beyond the 

knowledge procured by them. reconsmcting it in ways that displace the observed world 

Surene ( 1990: xiv) argues that: 

When offered as evidmce [the television images] . . . can easily lead to a rnisplaced 
confidence in the validity of what is seen or heard. Seeing should not aiways Iead to 
believing, particularly when the replay occurs in an environment far rernoved in 
space. Ume, culture and social sening h m  the original. There is a danger of 
decontexnializing the interaction. Video technology, for example, can beguile us 
into confusing image with reaIity, because the video record is believed to more fblly 
approximate real experience than wimesses who merely tell what they remember. 
Video can diston in a number of ways fiom high-tech editing in which things are 
added or deleteci, to unrepresentatïve sampling, to naive subjects who are 
manipulated in performing before a camera or audio recorder they are unaware of. It 
is important to aiways ask what went on before the machine was m e d  on- 

The foxmat of "realiybased" television programs Iike COPS can "easily lead to a 

mispiaced confidence in the validity of what is seen and hrtard" (Surette, 1990: ?UV). 

When vinials are involved there is a cenain "mist" that viewers corne to place in the 

accuracy and genuineness of those images. We ofien accept these images aat face value 

without asking where they came fiom. But television viewers should not be so quick ro 

believe e v e y t h g  they see and hear on television. As Bogart (1 995: 2 17) points out. 

"Because the direct evidence of our eyes and ears is so compelling, the illusion or reality 



can be maintained [quite easily]." One m u t  keep in mind rhat video-recording can be 

altered manipulated and embellished. 

This should not corne as a surprise since we have known for decades that fashion 

magazines. for example. have been using airbrushing techniques ro embellish or enhance 

photopphs of fernale models. Waists and hips are "reduced." bust sizes are "increased" 

and blemishes. scars, and wrinkles are "erased." 

A recent example of photograph manipulation is demonstrated by the p i c m  of 

OJ.  Simpson's rnug shot which appeared on the cover of T h e  .bfuga=ine. The picnire 

was digitally altered to make his skin complexion appear darker than it really was. In 

addition. a shadow was added which didn't appear in the original mug shot. It gave 

Simpson a more ominous (and criminal?) appearance. to say the Ieast. in essence. 

"redity" is being tampered with. One could rven take this one step M e r  and argue that 

"*d i'y" is being manufacnired 

During the Paul Bemardo triai here in Canada. the Globe and Mail newspaper 

wanted a sri11 photograph of the stairs leading up to the counhouse where the case was 

going to be held. On the sidewaik adjacent to the bonom of the stain were two 

newspaper stands: one belonging to the Globe and  mui il and the other to one cf their 

rivals. the Toronto Star- The photopph which appeared in the Globe und Mail the next 

&y o d y  had the one newspaper stand in it - their own. The cornpetitor's stand had 

been digitaily-rernoved from the pic-. How convenient. 

As stated previously, this kind of tampering is dso occuning in "reality-based" 

television programmiug- It is methods and techniques Uce these that raise important 

questions about (the perception of) truth. 



Even without acnially doctonng images. distonions in -'reaIiry" can still occur. 

Thar is. in any one of the incidents analyzed in this srudy. the television producea in 

conjunction with the officers from panicipating police dqamnenrs present their own 

perception or interpretation of what transpired. This interpreration. however. is on1 y one 

of several. Suspects. victirns. wimesses. and other police officers at the scene may have 

had very diffçrent venions of the events which aanspired. Again. one musr keep in mind 

that the world that d o l d s  on our television screeas is in fact only one .versionT or 

perspective of "reality." 

The Police and the Television Industrv: A Svrnbiotic Relationship 

It is quite evident that a reciprocal relationship exists between the police and the 

television industry. This relationship is simiiar in nature to the relationship identified 

between the police and news organizations (see Ericson et ai.. 1987. 1989). Both parties 

appear to benefit from the association in some way or another. 

The police are a good example of an institution in society which enjoys pnvileged 

access to the media. In the case of COPS. essentidly, the police receive free (positive?) 

pubiicity or air-tirne as well as being provided with an outlet to voice theu views. 

concems and pet-peeves. î h e  police are abIe to utilize the medium of television to 

disseminate information from them and about them. 

in the case of COPS. the television industry plays a pivotal role when it cornes ro 

helping participating law enforcement agencies make convincing claims. As a medium. 

television offers a pervasive and persuasive means by which the poiice can anempt to 

obtaul wider consent for their moral perspectives (Surene. 1990: 8) and also a f o m  

where they can justi@ and legitimize their role and function in sociq.  



The television pro-gram also provides police with an oppominity (and a captive 

audience of a son) to argue for thk or thar (e.g. hiring of morr unifomed police of icea  

or an increase in firepower for officers) and to garner public suppon. 

*' . . . sornetimes we don 1 have enough manpower to go around and a w e r  our calk 
aacrlv like rhey should be amvered . . . " Officer Rick Benson. Fon Worth Police 
Depanment. 

" We got 77 car assignrnenrs ronight and we got 75 cars. . . . So for those of you who do 
not have a car. see me afier rofl-call. we 'Il see if rve can ger you inro a cruiser or one of 
the C.R. roadFhows [community relations vehicle] or something like rhar. " Sergeant Bill 
Yeros. Denver Police Department. 

The police have a vested interest in crime-related issues appearing on episodes of 

COPS: their repuution as authorities on crime is m e r  enhanced and reinforced as their 

views and opinions are sought afier by the television show's cxecutive producea 

What does the television indusny (ix. producen. network executives. sponsors) 

get in r e m ?  They are provided with the basic subject matter and raw footage which 

their show depends on. They rely heavily on the police for access to acrual incidents. 

permission for film crews to ride-along with police, and so on. Put simpl- without the 

cooperation and assistance of the police here wouid be no show. In this respect then. the 

police appear to have the upper hand. 

T elevision: An lndis~ensable Tool for Law Enforcement in the 1990s 

'Since the police have a vested interest in communicating with the broad 

specmim of the public and . . . [television provides] a conduit reaching into the homes ... 

of people evewhere. it behooves the police to consider ways and means of hamessing 

the opinion-forming [attributes] . . . of the media . . ." (Alderson, 1982: 7). 



COPS and sirnilar -*reaiiry-baser television progams provide participating law 

enforcement agencies with a fomm in which to projecr a panicular "image" (cg. tou& on 

crime: parmers with the community ourmanned and outgunned by criminals. etc.). 

.And. to the police, image is eveqthmg. in their study of news sources. "Encson el al. 

( 1989) found that police were most concemed with whether the media positively reflected 

the force's image rather than with providing an accurate undentandhg of crime. police 

organizatioa and their occupation (cited in Kasinsky, 1995: 2 16). 

-4s srated in the inrroduction. television can be a very effective and influentid 

tool. Beginning in the late 1970s and early 1980s. law enforcement agencies across the 

United States have increasingly tapped into this powerfùl medium and used it to their 

advantage. 

A case in point is the Crime Stoppers program. Crime Stoppers has nuned out to 

be an innovative way to iIIicit the public's assistance to solve crimes. Essentially, 

unsolved crimes (with few Ieads) are reenacted on television and cash rewards are offered 

to individuais who may be able to provide key information: the cdler's identil rernains 

anonymous. Conclusive empirical evidence to gauge the success and effectiveness of the 

Crime Stoppers pmVs =mains to be seen. Zrowever. 

There are other examples where television. law enforcement and the public corne 

together to form 3 three-pronged approach to combat crime. Weekly television shows 

such as America 's Most Wanted and k o l v e d  .k&steries have led to the "'apprehension of 

fugitives. the solution of ciifficuir cases, and positive publicity for the law enforcement 

agencies involved" (Nelson, 1989: 1). In f a n  many lad. state and federal law 

enforcement agencies across the United States have *cooperated with certain crime-time 



television shows . . . recoc.enizing rhe proCms as unique opportmiries to carch fugitives 

and solve cases rhrough publiuprivate involvemenr" (Xelson, 1989: 4). 

Udike the rigid format of television news reports. police officers appeaxing on 

COPS do not have to settle for ten or fifieen-second sound-bites. Ln a news interview, the 

police officer had bener be aniculate the fmt t h e  because rhere are rareiy second takes: 

the interviewee cannot go to the news editor and Say, "1 didn't like what 1 said earlier 

today or how 1 said it, so don? broadcast the segment tonight on the six o'clock news 

edition." 

In contrast "reality-based" television police shows provide a forurn where oficers 

have more Ume to voice their opinions. Police have input at the editing stages before the 

final product is seen on televisions amss  North .aerica. It would be naive to think that 

the police did not review and approve the fuial cut before it went on to air ail across 

Xorth Amenca and slsewhere around the worlà. .Mer dl, it is in the best interests of the 

police agencies involved to carefully inspect and scmtinize the film footage - frame by 

frame - for anything at ai1 that might be damaging to their reputation. integrky, andior 

public image. 

30-Minute Info-Mercials: A Step Towards lmaae Manaciernent 

Today, as never within our Lifetime. police in .Irmenca are in urgent need of a 

revîval to their bruised and tamished image. In recent years, the police have received a 

lot of negative publicity where their integriy andior their investigative skills have o h  

corne into question: e.g. 0 J. Simpson case; LA. riots; Rodney King beating, OIppic 

Park bambine; the Branch DaMdians in Waco. Texas; the Jon-Benet Ramsey murder. 

Dramatic media spectacles such as these have ultimately served to h m  the public image 



of the police and erode public confidence. With this said. there have been incessant 

attempts to repair and to reform the American police image. 

The police ofien fmd themselves mng to rnake fiends with a public that mosdy, 

thanks tu media scrutiny and a @ut of fictionai movies and television shows, sees hem as 

rither m e d  bullies or larger-than-life heroes. Perhaps through "reali-based" television 

progmns, the police feel that they cm have more input and control over their own image. 

Perhaps an anempt is k ing  made to counter negative public perceptions and also 

previous damaging incidents involving the police - damage controi of a son. 

What bener way to achieve this than by creating your own image - an image that 

you think best represents your organization. Law enforcement agencies recognize the 

potential damage to their public image that the news and entenainment (Le. fictionai cop 

shows) media can inflict. With this in min& many police depamnents are starting to 

disseminate their own images with the help of "reality-based" television programming. 

Encson er al. ( 1989: 32) maintain that the very fact rhat the police appear on 

television could serve to: 

. . . sutain the view publicly that they are operating with procedurai reguiarirv, and 
are therefore accountable. . . . Traditionaily, the police have adopted a reactive 
approach to news communicatioa This approach bas enrailcd either defending their 
actions when questioned or simply enclosing on knowledge. More recentiy they 
have made an effort to coatrol their environment through a promive strategy of 
seledvely disclosing knowledge about organizational activities. . . . [ q h e  police 
have become proactive in making their public image. . . . [A] proactive approac'n . . . 
is useful in controlling the version of reaiiv that is uansmined, susraineci, and 
accepted publiciy 

Over the past decade or so. there has been a fiindamentai shifi on the part of the 

police as an organization fiom a defensive &or secretive posture to one that is generaily 

proactive when it cornes to devehping and dkeminating their own public image (Ericson 



er al.. 1989: 93). .A case in point is the Police Federation in the United Kingdom. They 

have utilized various --designen. corporate video. and other communications 

professionals to help change its image" (Schlesinger and Tumber. 1991: 52). 

Media relations and training are now srandard courses in police academies and 

collrges araround the world and are fast becoming a more general practice among 

Amencan police departments. "At one level. then media training is largely concemed 

with teaching interview techniques for the camera and the microphone to individual 

oficers. and awareness of how to present oneself. The other side of media training deals 

with how the police . . . can interact with the media to its best advantage" (Schlainger 

and Turnber. 1993: 128). 

Each law enforcernent agency probably had its own reasons for allowing some of 

their officers to appear on COPS. One can only assume that a common reason was the 

national exposure that would result as well as the oppominity to create and project a 

positive image of their respective agency In this respect, thea television shows like 

COPS function as self-promotion mechanisms for the police profession in generai and for 

the panicipating individual police depamnent specificaily 

Self-promotion and image-building are by no means new techniques. For 

example. politicians. military leaders. and entertainment personali ties have been using 

rhetoric and propaganda for years to achieve and maintain power and garner public 

support. 

Similarly, the police are not immune from the general tendency to 'promotion' as 

outlined above. -4s Schlesinger and Tumber ( 1994: 107) argue, "Their very exposure to 

the public gaze, and to politicai conflict about their rote in sociey, has Ied them 



increasingly to develop means of image management." It goes without saying that the 

police want to "presenr themselves as likable. accessible. and competent" (Schlesinger 

and Tumber. 1 994: 12). 

Schlesinger and Tumber ( 1994: 1 1 3) assert that: 

The police recognize that withour public confidence in their ability to deal with 
crime. or in their professionalism and integritv, they will not receive public 
cooperation and will encounter political difficulties. In ment years, there has been a 
ferling within the police that the public and the media have overlooked the good 
work that they do. The emphasis in the media it is believed, has been on bad news 
and nsing crime. with the irnpIication that the police are unable to contain it. This 
has ken injurious to morale and has also fostered the siege mentality . . . Many 
policemen and women feel beleaguered and rnisundeatood. 

Public opinion research indicates that it is Zhought that the media had 

contributed to unwarranted fear of crime, which has h m e d  the police because they were 

perceived by the public as not doing enough to maintain taw and order*' (Schlainger and 

Tumber, 1994: 53). Perhaps "realiry-based" cop shows are an attempt by law 

enforcement to counter or minimize the negative view that police are not doing anything; 

chis may also expiain the high crime solution rate for the various episodes of COPS. 

Interestingly. it is the larger menopolitau police depamnents in the U.S. that 

appear to be "parciculariy concemed with how they handle their media and public 

relations. . . . By contrast, it is much more common for smdler forces to be prirnarily 

concerned with their local press and consequently these do not need such developed 

media and public relations operations" (Schiesinger and Tumber, 1994: 120). This could 

explain. in part why the various episodes of COPS included more larger metropolitan 

police departments rather chan smaller nuai Iaw enforcement agencies. hother  reason 

couid be that the show's executive producers consider police work in the big ci- setring 



to be more 'cxciting' and 'interesring' Or. for filrning purposes. perhaps the show's 

producers consider incidents of crime to be more a i l y  accessible in the urban 

environment. 

Incidents of Police Com~tion and Misconduct 

After reading the above section on public image. it should nor be surpnsing to the 

reader that not one incident of police brutaiity. misconduct wrongdoing, corruption. or 

abuse of authority was shown on COPS; instances of procedural error and ineficiency 

were aiso Iacking. Similarly, incidents involving illegal searches. coerced confessions, 

the use of excessive physical force to subdue a suspect were not considered. 

Uniike some fictional television cop shows that show officers solving crime by 

commining crimes themselves (e.g. breaking and entering; illegal searches without a 

warrant) or ignoring fundamental constitutional rights (eg. failing to give Miranda 

wamings to suspects when necessarv), the police oficers appearing on COPS appear to 

do everyrhing by the book - i's are dotted and t's are crossed for the benefit of the 

television audience. For obvious reasons, it would not have been in the best interests of 

participating police deparunenrs to have shown scenes where their officers are using 

excessive force. This would serve only to tarnish the police hase .  ouaage viewen. and 

serve as ammunition for plaintifls in civil liability suits against the police. 

This is not to Say, however. thar these types of occurrences did not occur. Al1 it 

means is that hi@y discrediting or damaging incidents were not "caught" on film. Or 

were they? .As stated previously, some incidents invoiving police impropnety do get 

caught on f i l a  but are convenientiy excluded during the editing process. This fact is not 

surprising since. as one ex-producer of a -redity-based" television cop show has srated. 



panicipating police depamnenrs have much control over which film segments remain on 

the cuning-room floor and which segments go on to be seen by the television audience. 

There was one particula. incident appearing on COPS that warrants m e r  

discussion. The incident showed police being cailed to a domestic disturbance involving 

an ex-cop who W a s  described as a hg-user and wife-beater. This panicular story 

seemed to be located widiin the 'one bad apple* framework. implying that the discovery 

and subsequent dismissai of this individual from the depamnent is proof that the police 

inrrinction itself remains wondemil (Reiner, 1992: 1 75). 

Ericson ( 199 1 : 226) assens bat. T h e  rituais of expunging rotten apples offset the 

possibility of a stnicturai critique of the [police] organization as a roning barrel, thereby 

conûibuting to its continuing legttirnaq? 

The right-wing law-and-order lobby often argue for more police officers and 

harsher penalties for those convicted of criminal offences. 

In recent decades. there appean to be an increase in American socirty's clamour 

for retribution and punishment: i.e. put more offenders in jail for longer periods of Ume. 

Longer prison terms for many offences are Ioudly sought despite the volume of statisticd 

evidence and social scientific snidies that conclude that longer sentences are 

counterproductive and simply do not achieve the drsired result More specifically, they 

neither rehabilitate the offender nor deter others. 

"Get tou* policies of crime conml were emphasized throughout the various 

episodes of C m  Rarely was there any mention of rehabilitation for offenders, for 

insrance. The emphasis is placed on punishmmt 



"The a m e r  ro rhLF guv is jusr to keep him off the srneers. I don i rhink rhere is hope for 
sornerhing Iike rhar. " Oficer Fred Dougbty. Olympia Police Depamnent. 

There is a cd1 for keeping potentially high-nsk offenders in prison for longer 

periods of time: there is a cal1 for measures bat  wouId see sexuaI offenders and violent 

criminds kept in jail indef~tely, even afier the expiration of their sentences. One theme 

that sermed to corne up t h e  and tirne again in many of the episodes was that the public is 

fed up with seeing unrepentant and unrehabilitated criminais commit subsequent rapes 

and murder afier being released from prison. How ofien does rhis acnidly happen. 

thou@? Stausticai evidence is not cited by police to corroborate this panicular point of 

view. 

in their statements. many of the police offices appearing on COPS continually 

sent a "get tough" message ro the television audience. advocating to keep dangerous and 

violent offenders behind bars longer. and in some cases. indefuiitely. But we know that 

puning more people in jail for longer periods of tirne is not a panacea. 

Generaily speaking COPS seems to be advocaùng a consentative crime control 

philosophy Consemative crime control strategies aim to stren-&en the machinery of 

justice. Proponenu of these types of suategies feel that crime can be reduced by catching 

more criminals. for example. They feel. however. that their effons are being hampered or 

irnpeded because the machinery of justice is weakened by various b~echnicalities" of 

criminal procedure. Md. therefore. the consemative agenda calls for removing them 

(Walker- 1985: 6). 

T h e  belief that the courts have 'handcuffed" the police is a centrai tenet in 

consenative crime control thinking. The courts have spun a web of procedural d e s  - 



"technicdities" - that rnake it dificult. if not impossible. for the police tu fight crime" 

(Walker, 1985: 9 1 ). This nodon was reflected in several of the television episodes. 

Civil and Constitutional Riahts of a Criminal Suspect 

"The legislanires and the courts in . . . the United States have . . . attempted to 

limit police power and to protect the rights of citizens against improper police exercise of 

power. As fabled in television [fictional] drarna, for example. .bencan  Supreme Court 

rulings have long since obliged police oficers to advise penons of their rights, including 

the right to an attorney at tirne of amest . . ." (Forcese. 1992: 19). 

Interestingiy, the majority of COPS episodes did not show a suspect being read his 

or her Miranda rights at the end of a segment. The Iast few seconds of a segment 

typically showed the suspect being handcuffed or being placed in the back seat of a police 

cruiser. This is in connast to fictionai cop shows where reading a suspect his or her rights 

has a certain dramatic effect. Perhaps Miranda rights are regarded as one of the so-calIed 

'kchnicaiities" as referred to by conseniative crime control proponents above. Perhaps 

due process. civil rights, etc.. are considered to be secondary to the paramount roIe of the 

police in apprehending a suspect and solving a crime. Some people @articularly those 

apousing conservative crime conml ideology) would argue that in order to "get tough" 

on crime and criminals. it is inevitable that some n&ts of the individud must be 

restricted so that more paramount n@ts of the law-abidhg citizenry may be protecred. 

Generdly speaking, COPS seems to be advocating the crime control model by 

educating the public about the fiinctions of the mmind justice system. prirnarily the 

police componenL and by enhancing deterrace by publicizing the detection and mest of 

criniinal suspects. rather thau promoting due process goals. 



Police Res~onse Tirne 

Many of the COPS episodes were very fast-paced Police offices were regularly 

show rushing to get to a d l .  To the viewer. it would appear that oniy a few seconds 

transpired fiom the time the officer received the cal1 over the radio to the rime the officer 

reached the incident, 

Common sense would seem to dictate that the police would catch more criminals 

if their response time to an incident was quicker. However. as Walker (1 985: 108) points 

o u t  "The idea that shoner response time ka& to more arrests is one of the geat myths of 

.Amencan police management. For fifty years, reducing the amount of time it took for the 

police to get to the scene of a cal1 was one of the paramount police objectives." 

For most crimes. the fact that police can get to the scene in 2-minutes or 4 

minutes is irrelevant. There are few crime situations in which response Ume might matter 

(Bayiey, 1994: 6). .!ifter dl, approximately NO-ihirds of ail crimes commined are 

considered to be "cold" crimes where a criminai suspect has fied the scene long before 

the crime is even discovered. "Most burgiaries are cold crimes: you come home and fmd 

that your house or apamnent has bel :  burgied. Most s e t  robberies are similar - by 

the time you are able to summon the police, the robber bas fled. The speed of police 

response in such instances is. to some degree. irrelevant Even when the perpetrator is 

present or nearby. police response rime is inconsequentiai. In these cases the victim 

usuaily knows or can readil y identi- the offender" (Walker, 1 985 : 1 08). 

The fact that severai of the COPS episodes showed the perpetrarorisuspect k i n g  

apprehended within a block of the incident oniy mere minutes afier police received the 

cal1 was mily amazhg. Oftentimes, burglars were caught in the act! 



"Some of the earliest and best known research on policing, such as the Kansas 

City preventive Pavol Study. examined patrol intensity and response tirne. It was 

concluded that speeding to the scene was generally not crucial in crime response, except 

as possibly to influence public perception" (Forcese. 1992: 168). 

Bayley (1994: 6) also points out that "there is no svidence that reducing rhe time 

the police take to get to crime scenes increases the chances that criminals will be caught." 

The Aftermath: What Hamens to the Sus~ect? 

A distinguishing feanue of the COPS episodes was the fact that the cnminal 

justice process tpically ended with the suspect's apprehension. In reality, however. the 

justice process is only beginning. The television audience is not taken rhrough the 

remaining machinery of justice. Le. initiai appearance by suspect. plea. preliminary 

hearing, trial, sentencing, and so on. 

So what happens afier the arrest? The television viewer does not get to see what 

happens to the suspect afier this point in time when the handcuffs are slapped on his or 

her wrisrs. A suspect is apprehended by poIice -end of s t o v  One can ody assume that 

the right suspect \vas correctly identified and apprehended in the fmt place. thar the 

suspect will go to court and pIead guilty or be found @ils: and that the suspect wiIl serve 

his or her sentence in a correctional facility. 

As Dominick (1973: 746) found in his study. "In the TV world. there seems to be 

litde corneetion benveen anwt and trial. The Iegai process almost aiways ends with 

capnue*" 

In his news media smdy, Sherizen (1978: 215) also observed that T h e  majority 

o f .  . . [stories] were limited to one parcicuiar stage of the cminal justice system. with 



rwo-<hirds of the articles related to the beginning stages of the systern. Crime incidenrs. 

arrests. captures . . . and/or charges placed against the suspect were the most prevalent 

responses to crime reported. The post-arrest stages of the criminal justice system were 

seldom mentioned." 

With respect to the various episodes of COPS. how many suspects were 

subsequently not charged once they got d o m  to the police precinct due to mistaken 

identity? How many cases were thrown out of court due to lack of evidence? How many 

suspects had their charges reduced due to plea bargaining? How many suspcts went on 

to be acquined by a coun of law? The television audience cannot possibly know the 

annuen to these and other related questions due to the limited scope of the television 

program. It goes without saying that the complexity of many of the cases presented on 

COPS cannot be fully appreciated by television viewers in a ten-minute segment. The 

television show's producen are ody  concemed with the fmd result of the police 

investigation - i.e. an arrest of a suspect. 

The reader should bear in mind that in the reaI world, "most arrests result in 

dismissal rather than prosecution" (Waiker, 1 985: 3 1 ). 

The Mvstiaue Surroundina Policinq 

Although COPS does provide the television audience with a gIimpse into policing 

in Amena. albeit a distoned one, much of the mystique surrounding the police and what 

they do still remains. The television audience l e m  very litde about the inner-workings 

of the police structure. The notion of a police subculnire is not expiored IO any extent 

.Uso. the police were carefid not to give away any B d e  secrets" to wodd-be criminals 

who might be watching. 



ïhese facts should not be surprising since it is in the best interest of police 

organizations to conuol both the level and nature of public awareness pertaining to their 

duties and activities (see Encson er al.. 1989). 

Sparks (1992: xi) argues that "reality-based" television cop shows serve to, 

"rnystify the vuth of policing in suggesting that the good guys always win and that 

detection rates are high." 

Police Discretion 

Police offices wield a huge arnount of discretion in the perfoxmance of their 

evetyday duties. It is ofien up to thern if a charge will or will not be laid. in the majority 

of the COPS episodes, an arrest of a aiminai suspect was made. Rarely was a police 

oficer s h o w  using his or hm discretion, resultïng in a stem waming or lecture or 

perhaps gijving someone "a break." In fact, the prwailing attitude throughout many of the 

television episodes was that an anest was to be made no matter what: 

"Get out on rhe srreets and get me some scalps. " Sergeant Bill Yeros. Denver Police 
Depamnenr during roll-dl. 

" When o u  get in ro police work. carching the bad g- is rhe nwnber one rhing. '* Master 
Patrol Oficer Jim Stephens. Nashville Metropolitan Police Deparcment 

"AII I know is somebodv is going ro jai2 tonight. " Sergeant Dennis Gavalier. Broward 
County Sheriff s Depamnent, 

**When o u  i e  chPring someboùy und r h q  ger a w q  fiom o u  l i k  rhat. i r  becornes 
personal fo o u .  You need to save face with ouner f  and ar leur apprehend him [the 
suspect] one way or another. ** Master Patrol Officer Jim Stephens. 'Iashviiie 
Metropolitan Police Department. 

in the real world however. police officers often do not make an arresl rven 

when they have probable cause or reasonable gromds to do so. This is particularly the 

case with domestic disturbances. -Most of the h e  the police do not use the criminai law 



to restore cairn and order. They rarely make arresrs. aithough the threat of doing so 

aiways exists" (Bayley, 1991: 20). 



Y7 

SUMMARY & CONCLUSION 



To reiterate. the overail goal of this thesis was ro assess the degee to which so- 

called "reaiity-based" television police programs reflect --real Iife" representations of 

crime and police work. ütilizing content analysis as the research methodology, thiny-six 

episodes of COPS (which can be funher broken down into 1 U individual incidents) were 

reviewed analyzed. and scrutinized. My intention was to deconsmict the various 

television images of crime and poiicing and then go on to point out any inconsistenciss. 

distortions. biases, and stereotypes. I then proceeded to challenge some of these 

disparities based upon an informed social scientific or criminoiogical view of crime and 

justice. The "representativeness** of the television images was judged by utilizing official 

crime statistics and criminologicai studies as a point of cornparison. Perhaps this thesis 

could be considered an exercise in 'investigative criminology.' 

-4s demonstrated throughout this snidy, the television images of crime and 

policing have littk to do with rhe redities or complexities of crime and police work. 

Unquestionably, there exists an incongmity between the real incidence of crime in 

.%merka (as officially measured) and the patterns of reponed crime (as represented by the 

"dity-based" teIevision police shows). 

The hdings of this snidy clearly indicare that "realiry-based" television police 

programs convey a distoned picture of crime and policing to the television audience. 

Consistent with other scholarly studies on crime, justice. and the media. the content 

aaalysis revealed that COPS pays a disproportionate amount of attention to violent 

interpersonal crimes (11 -5%) such as murder and assadt \.hile under-reporting propeq 

crimes (19.5%) such as burplary and theft and negiecting to mention white-coliar Crimes 

(0%)- 



indeed the entenainment media's obsession with vioknt crime creates a public 

image at odds with official statisticd data on crime (LaMay and Dennis. 1995: v). The 

television cop show's coverage of crime misleads viewers by giving the overai1 

impression that crime. especidly violent crime. is on the rise when in fact it is on the 

decline nauonwide (Federal Bureau of Investigaarion 1991). It appears. then, that the 

types of crimes typically shown on COPS receive "coverage according to public 

perception of their gravity and thus in obverse proportion to their frequency" (LaMay and 

Dennis. 1995: 2). 

It was also found that the television police shows anaiyzed in this study neglected 

to examine the underlying "causes" of crime. Rather, they tended to focus on its 

consequences. Attention was deflected away fiom life's reai problems such as racism. 

unemployment poverty, mental illness, and so on. 

Police work iwlf was pomayed in a stereotypicai light. Cenainly, these 

television shows add '20 the exaggerated conception of police officers almost exclusive1 y 

engaged in law enforcement" (Forcese. 1992: 661. The various images presented on 

COPS wodd have us believe that law enforcement is the raison dëme of any police 

department. But as we know, 'the police not only protect, they serve in a multitude of 

ways. m e t h e r  they like it or not the police] . . . are a catch-al1 service agency. Police 

are cailed upon to hande unintended urban social difficulties fiom care for the indigent to 

family discipline, h m  aaffic control to crime-figh~g." (Forcese, 1992: 63). Law 

enforcement is only one of many components of police work It would be a gross 

exaggeration to imply that a, or even mosr of police work is crime-relatd 



Mso. COPS painted the picnire. time and again. that police work is quite 

exciting and often very dangerous. But police work is not as exciring and dangerous as 

the television program would have viewers believe, as demonstrated by the author. 

COPS is a constmcted vision of law and order in America which strives to show 

bard-working police officers diligrntly working to solve crime and protect society. 

Howeuer. many of the images of crime, predatory s e t  crirninals. victims. and police 

work that television viewers are exposed to are very misleadhg and stereotypical in many 

respects. One musr keep in mind that only incidents that rneet pre-established screening 

criteria by the television show's executive produces are coosidered for selection (SeagaI. 

1993). Certaidy, the mamer or process in which incidents are selected dite& and 

produced influences the information level of the television audience in its undestanding 

of crime and policing issues (Sherizen. 1978). Consequently, a skewed image of crime 

and police work is presented to the television audience. 

Crime is typically pomayed as a serious threat to society in generai and to 

individual citizens specificall. But the police give viewers the impression that they can 

easily contain it as demonsnated by the hi& clearance rates (i.e. over 95%) on the 

television show. -4s a resdt, the police are &pomayed as essentiai and valuable. cven 

pivotal. institutions in our society" (Reiner. 1992: 185). Reiner (1992: 173) fûrther adds 

that "Overail the treatment of the police . . . has been such as to kgitimate their role and 

activiaes." 

American society has a preoccupation and fascination wîth crime and justice 

topics. This type of subject-rnatter has long been. and continues to be. a staple of the 

entertainment indumy. One o d y  has to look to books. magazines. newspapers. radio, 



film. computer =mes. the Intemet and television to s e  that there is a saturation of 

information and entertainment both fictional and facrual. penaining to crime. crirninals. 

and law enforcement. We are al1 confronted Mth the challenge of nying to distinguish 

fact from fiction on a daily basis. This. however. is no casy task especially when a 

blurring of news and entenainment formats ofien occurs (as is the case wirh COPS). 

Of panicular interesr to us here in this smdy has been television's portraya1 and 

presentation of crime and policing. Information on policing and crime in the U.S. 

represents some of the most potent irnagery that television has to offer viewers. Perhaps 

this is what makes these kinds of shows so popular and appealing. 

I would argue that several of the fictionai police dramas found on television today 

(e.g. Law and Order. Blue Heelers) are probably more "redistic" in t ems  of their 

expianation and presentation of crime and policing issues than are their "reality-based" 

counterparts. Let me qualiQ this statement. 

"Reaiity-based" television cop shows tend to focus primarily on the criminai act 

itself and do not focus to any degree on the impacr of the criminal act on victims nor on 

the social context of the acr. Many of the incidents shown are atypicai of police work and 

do not accurately reflecr how the criminal justice system routinely operates. In fact the 

television audience only p r s  to see one component or stage of the criminal justice 

pmcess. Conversely. the fictional television program noted above look at the criminal 

act in addition to looking at the afiennath of the act and its impact on the lives of victïms. 

suspects. and sometimes the invdgating police offices invoIved 

Furthemore. in the fictionai police dramas Iisted above. we fiequently observe 

police officers doing what couid be considered b o ~ g  and tedious rasks nich as 



paperwork surveillance. trafic duîy. etc. We also observe the inremai confl icts. politics. 

and bureaumcy that can exist wirhin a given police depamnenr. Most of all, on many of 

tociay's fictional police ciramas. we observe police officers making mistakes - i.e. being 

hurnan. 

As discussed elsewhere. television shows like COPS have the potenrial to raise 

infiated expectations about what society expects of the police in general. Solution and 

clearance rates that approach one-hundred percent are highly unredistic and unanainable. 

As a result, some memben of the television audience may become disenchanted and 

fnisuatrd with their own local police departmens who do not hoid a cande to their 

television couterpans. According to Carlson ( 1985: 195), there is a distinct possibility 

rhat since the police on television are pomayed as being quite efficient and effective, the 

viewing audience may come to develop unredistic expectations with respect to the 

performance of rheir local boys in blue. In addition, some members of the television 

audience rnay come to feel rhat they themselves have no role in crime prevention and 

detection. 

Before concluding, 1 would like to make several recommendations. F i m  

television viewers should educate themselves about the medium of television, what they 

see and hear on television and what they come to beIieve. 

Second the topic of television pomayals of policing and crime shouid become an 

integral componenr of recruit aaining at police acadernies and coileges. It is surprishg 

how many young police officers try to emulate what they see on television. "Rookies. 

brainwashed by television, expect to do surveillance work undercover wo* and ofien 

becorne disenchamed by rhe quotidian challenges of investigating property crimes, 



negotiathg mariral disputes. and handling the less ciramatic or exotic jobs that constitute 

daily police work" (Stem. 1990: 69). Television myths of a ime  and policing musc be 

dispelled bfore they become entrenched in the young recruit. 

Lady, die television industry as a whole should be urged to more accurately 

depict police work and crime without the sensationdism. titillation and senseless 

violence. Certainly they can do more to explain. contexrualize. and put incidents into 

perspective. Executive producers should seriously think about how a sensational 

television presentation of crime might be a manifestation of some larger social problem 

(Gorelick. 1995: 30). This wiil not be an rasy task however. 

One could argue that there are at least three realms of realiry. First. there is the 

real objective world or. put simply, whatever is acnially happening "out there." 

Secondly, there is what could be described as the spnbolic world that is portrayed and 

presented through the mass media. Lastly, there is the subjective world where what 

people corne to believe is based on a combination of direct personal experiences with reai 

"rhings" and "evenrs" as well as with their pomayal by medium of communication such 

as television (Surette. 1992: 4). 

With this in mind 1 believe that the term "reality-based" should be replaced with 

the tem "*s~bolicdIy-based" when referring to television police shows like COPS. This 

wodd be a more accurate description since -di-based" television shows are not true 

refl ections of wharever is happening "out there." .*Reali-based" is auly an infelicitous 

tenn, 

Nowhere in this thesis have I suggested that television police show depictions and 

images of crime should nmirror" the picture of crime as indicated by official data and 



academic smdies. 1 realize that the subject-maner presented on TV programs will not be 

a perfect rek t ion  of statisticai redi t .  'levertheless. one would reasonably assume that 

sincr these programs prornote themselves as "reaii-baseb" then the television 

depictions of crime and policing would at 1-t approximate what's acnially happening 

"out there." 

Unfomuiately, the basic image of police work and crime rhat the television viewer 

cornes away with. "is a rehction of the reality, consmicted fiom it in accordance with the 

or-gmisational imperatives of the . . . [television industry], the ideologicai ftames of 

crearive personnel [cg. producen. aditoa. cameramen] and audiences. and the changing 

balance of political and economic forces affecting both reaIity and image of policing" 

(Reiner. 1992: 172). As a result our perceptions of the world become skewed because 

illusion and reality become dificult to disringuish. especiaily in the case of so-called 

"rediry-based" television police programs. 
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